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§0. Introduction 
The idea of defining maximal a-r.e, sets originates in ordinary recur- 
sion theory. Maximal ¢o-r.e. sets exist; they are, in fact, precisely the 
maximal elements of the lattice of co-r.e, sets modulo the ideal of finite 
sets. The existence of such sets has been used by Lachlan [7 ] to prove 
certain decidability results about the elementary theory of the lattice of 
w-r.e, sets. Soare [21 ] has shown that any two maximal co-r.e, sets are 
automorphic in the lattice of co-r.e, sets. We gain some interesting infor- 
mation about the Turing degrees of co-r.e, sets from Martin's result [ 13 ] 
that a degree a contains a maximal co-r.e, set i f fa'  = 0". Martin and 
Pour-E1 [ 14] use the existence of a maximal ¢o-r.e. set to get a maximal 
co-r.e, elementary theory. In hopes of gaining similar results in u-recur- 
sion theory, we generalize the definition of maximal w-r.e, to maximal 
c~-r.e, for c~ an arbitrary admissible ordinal. 
A number of possible generalizations arise quite naturally. After selec- 
ting certain of these as reasonable, Lerman [10] proved a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of maximal tx-r.e, sets. In this pa- 
per we show that each definition of a larger group is equivalent to a de- 
finition which Lerman considered. Thus his result extends to our group 
of definitions. 
* This paper, except for minor additions in §4, was a dissertation presented for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy in Yale University. The author wishes to thank her advisor Manuel 
Lerman for his help and encouragement. 
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I fM c_ w is a maximal w-r.e, set, then the complement of M in w is 
non-w-r.e, and w-unbounded and has order type w. Kreisel and Sacks 
[4] proved that for a certain a greater than w, there exists a maximal 
a-r.e, set with bounded complement; Lerman and Simpson [11 ] extend- 
ed this result. We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the ex- 
istence of maximal a-r.e, sets with bounded complement by showing 
that Kreisel and Sacks's result can be extended no further. Only those 
ordinals atisfying a certain condition are eligible to be order types of 
unbounded complements of maximal a-r.e, sets. Our generalization of
Lerman's existence proof shows that all these ordinals actually occur. 
If it is known that for a certain definition of maximal a-r.e, that a 
set M is maximal a-r.e, with unbounded complement of order type ~3 or 
that M is maximal a-r.e, with bounded complement, then it is easy to 
determine which of the other definitions of maximal a-r.e, under consi- 
deration M satisfies. Consequently, given any two definitions of maximal 
a-r.e, set, it is readily apparent whether or not they are equivalent and 
whether or not one implies the other. As a result, although we begin 
with a large number of definitions which are potentially very different, 
the relations among them are quite well behaved. 
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§ 1. a-recursion theory: basic definitions and a-cardinals 
First we shall establish the notation we shall use. 
We shall use yon Neumann's definition of ordinal. Thus an ordinal is 
identified with the set of smaller ordinals. Z {3'~ : ~ </3} will denote the 
ordered ordinal sum of the set {3'~ : ~ </3} under the obvious ordering 
3'~ < 3'~, iff ~ < ~' </3. We shall assume familiarity with Gt~del's hierar- 
chy of constructible sets and with the notion of Y'n'definability over a 
transitive set for n < w. L~ will denote the ath level in Gbdel's hierar- 
chy. 
Let ~ be an ordinal. In the following, by function we will mean a 
function taking ordinals less than a to ordinals less than a,  i.e., f : /3 ~ 3', 
where/3 ~< a and 3' ~< a. All sets we consider will be subsets of a. 
Let A c_C_ o. ,~ will denote the relative complement of A in ~, i.e., 
.4 = (x: x < a and x ~ A). sup(A) will denote the least 3' ~< a such that 
i fx  ~ A, then x < % inf(A) will denote the least element o fA .  I fA  is 
finite, then max(A) will denote the greatest element of A. 
Let f be a function on ordinals. Then the domain o f f ,  denoted 
dom(f) ,  is the set {x: f (x )  is defined}. I fA C_C_ a, then the range of f on 
A, denoted f "A ,  is the set {x: (3 y ~ A)( f (y)  = x)}. If/3 is an ordinal 
a, then f restricted to/3, denoted f t~, is that function such that 
f t~ (x) =f(x)  i f f (x)  is defined and x </3 andf  ta (x) is undefined other- 
wise. If f is a function of n variables, then X x 1 ... x k f (x  1, "", Xn ) is that 
function g of k variables uch that g(x I . . . .  , x k )  =f(x I . . . .  , x k , X k + 1 , ..., 
X n ) whenever f (x l  . . . .  , xg ,  xg+l ,  "", Xn ) is defined and g(x  1, "", Xk)  is 
undefined otherwise. 
I f f :  ~ ~ 3, and g : 3' ~ ~ are functions, then g o f :/3 ~ 5 will be that 
function such that g o f (x )  = g( f (x ) )  i f f (x)  and g( f (x ) )  are defined and 
g o f (x )  is undefined otherwise. 
If f is a function, we say that l im, ,o f ( r )  =y  for o ~ a if there is a 
X < o such that f(r)  is defined and f(r)  = y for all 7" such that X ~< r < o. 
Now we are ready to make the fundamental definitions of a-recur- 
sion theory. 
A function f i s  part ia l  a - recurs ive  if f is Y'I over L~, i.e., its graph is 
Z 1 -definable over L~. f is ~-recurs ive  if it is partial ,~-recursive and 
dom(j0 = a. A set A c__ t~ is a- recurs ive ly  enumerab le  (a-r.e.) iff A is the 
range of an a-recursive function. A set A ~a is a- recurs ive  if both A and 
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,4 are a-r.e. A _c_ a is a-finite i f fA  ~ L~. A is {J-bounded for/3 ~< a if 
there is a 3' </3 such that A c__ 3'. I fA  is a-bounded,  we say that A is 
bounded. I f3'  ~< a, then A C__ a is 3"-regular i fA  n/3 is a-finite for all 
/3 < 3'. If A is a-regular, we say A is regular. Finally, we say that a is ad- 
missible if for any partial a-recursive funct ion and any a-finite set A 
such that A c_ dora(f) ,  f "A is a-finite. 
We have considered only subsets of  a and functions on ordinals in 
our definitions. However,  a and L~ may be put in a-recursive 1- 1 cor- 
respondence. Thus to study effective computabi l i ty  over L~, it is enough 
to consider these sets and functions rather than subsets of  L~ and func- 
tions on L~. 
From this point  on, a will be a fixed but arbitrary admissible ordinal. 
The fol lowing trivial consequences of the definit ions are given without 
proo f  and will be used freely without  citation in the remainder of  this 
paper. 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
I fA  and B are a-r.e, sets, then A u B and A n B are a-r.e. 
Let A be an a-r.e, set which is not a-recursive. Then there is a 
1 - 1 a-recursive funct ion f : a -~ a such that f "a  = A. 
Let A be an a-recursive set which is not a-finite. Then there is a 
1-1 a-recursive funct ion f :  a ~ a such that f "a  = A and f enu- 
merates the elements of  A in order of  magnitude. 
An unbounded a-r.e, set A has order type a. 
Let A be an a-finite set. Then there is a ~, < a and a 1 -1  a-finite 
funct ion f :  3'-,- a such that f "3 '  = A and f enumerates the ele- 
ments o f  A in order of  magnitude. 
A is a-f inite i f fA  is a-recursive and a-bounded.  
(Enumerat ion theorem) There is an a-recursive numerat ion 
{Wi: i < a} of  all the a-r.e, sets. Fur thermore,  there is a double 
a-recursive numerat ion {W~ : i < ~ and o < ~} such that W~ is 
a-finite for each i < a and o < a, O{W~" o < a} = W i for all 
i<~,and i fo<r<a,  thenW 7 c_ WT for a l l i<a .  
Let 7 be an ordinal, 3' < a. 3' is an a-cardinal if there is no 1 - 1 a-re- 
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cursive funct ion f :  3' ~ 15 such that 15 < 3'. 3' is a regular a-cardinal if 3' is 
an a-cardinal and for all 15 < 3' and all partial a-recursive functions 
f:15 ~ % f"15 is 3'-bounded. 3'is a singular a-cardinal if 3' is an a-cardinal 
that is not regular. If 3' is an ordinal, then the co finality of 3' in L~, de- 
noted cfL~(3"), is the least ordinal 15 such that there is a partial a-recur- 
sive function f :  15-+ 3' such that f"/3 is 3'-unbounded, i.e., f is cofinal in 
3'. Clearly, if 3' is an a-cardinal, then 3' is regular iff cfL~(3') = 3'. 
Let A be an a-finite set. Then the a-cardinality of A, denoted card(A), 
is the least ordinal 3' < a such that there is an a-finite 1-1 correspon- 
dence between 3' and A. card(A) is clearly an a-cardinal. 
The Zl-projectum of a, denoted a*, is the least ordinal 3' ~< a such 
that there is a 1 - 1 a-recursive function f : a ~ 3'. In the following sec- 
tion of  lemmas we establish some of the properties of  a*. 
Lemma 1.1. I f  a* < a, then a* is the largest a-cardinaL 
Proof. If a* < a, then a* is clearly an a-cardinal. Suppose that/3 is an 
a-cardinal such that/3 > a*. Let f :  a ~ a* be a 1-1 a-recursive function. 
Then card(f"15) t> 15 since f is 1-1 and 15 is an a-cardinal. But then f"15 
cannot be contained in a* since card(a*) = a* </3. This is a contradic- 
tion since f "a  c__ a*. Hence there are no a-cardinals greater than a*. 
Lemma 1.2. Let a* < a. If15 < a*, then 15" a* = a*. 
Proof. There are ~ < 15 and )t ~< a* such that a* =/3. ~t + ~ by the rules of  
ordinal arithmetic. If ~ > 0, then/3. ~ < a*. ~ </3 < a*. Then/3" k + ~ < 
a* since a* is an a-cardinal. This is a contradiction, so ~ = 0, and 
a* =/3. ~. If k < a*, then 15" k < a* since a* is an a-cardinal. ( I f  a* is 
regular, the result is clear. If a* is singular, there is a regular a-cardinal 
3' such that 15 < 3' < a* and k < 3' < a*. Then 15. ), < 3' < a*.) Thus 
X 1> a*. Since X~< a*, X = a* and 15. a* = a* 
Lemma 1.3. I f  A & a-r.e, and a *-bounded, then A is a-finite. Hence if  
a* = a, every bounded a-r.e, set is a-finite. 
Proof. Suppose A is a-r.e., a*-bounded,  and a-infinite. Then there is a 
3" < a* such that A c_ 3, and a 1 - 1 a-recursive numerat ion f : a -* A. 
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Then since f "a  c_c_ 3', by definition of a* we must have 3' >/a*. This is a 
contradiction. So if A is a-r.e, a*-bounded, then A is a-finite. 
Lemma 1.4. I f  a* < a, then there exists a set A ~ a* such that A is a- 
r.e. a-bounded non-a-recursive. 
Proof. Assume a* < a. Let f :  a -~ a* be a 1-1 a-recursive function. Let 
A =f"a.  Then A is a-r.e, a-bounded. Suppose A is a-finite. Then 
g : A -~ a defined by g(x) = y i f f f (y)  = x is a 1 - 1 a-recursive function. 
But g"A = a, contradicting the admissibility of a. Hence A is a-infinite. 
Lemma 1.5. Suppose that a* < a and A is an a-finite set of  order type 
>1 a*. Then there is an a-r.e, set B c__ A such that B is not a-recursive. 
Proof. Suppose that a* < a. Let A be an a-finite set of order type ~> a* 
Then there is a function g : a* -~ A which enumerates the first a* ele- 
ments ofA.  card(g"a*) = a*, so by the 1-1 a-finite correspondence b - 
tween a* and g"a* and by Lemma 1.4, there is an a-r.e, set B c__ g"a* 
which is a-r.e, non-a-recursive. B c__ A since g"a* c__ A. 
1.emma 1.6. Let A be a bounded a-r.e, set such that A has order type 
>1 a*. Then A contains an a-finite set o f  order type a*. 
Proof. Since A is bounded of order type/> a*, a* < a. 
I fA is a-recursive, then the first a* elements of A form a bounded 
a-recursive, hence a-finite, set of order type a*. 
I fA is not a-recursive, then there is a 1-1 a-recursive function 
f :  a ~A.  Thenf"a*  is a-finite of order type >t a* since a* is an a-car- 
dinal. Let B = the first a* elements of f "a*. Then B is a-finite of order 
type a* 
Lemma 1.7. I f  a*< a and A is bounded a-r.e, a-infinite, then A has 
order type >~ a *. 
Proof. Let f :  a -~ A be a 1 - 1 a-recursive numeration of A. Then f "a*  
has order type I> a* since a* is an a-cardinal, f "a*  c_ A,  so A has order 
type I> a*. 
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Lemrna 1.8. I rA  is a-r.e, o f  order type 3' < a*,  then A is a-finite. 
Proof.  Assume A is a-r.e, of  order type 3' < a*.  Then A is bounded since 
an unbounded a-r.e, set has order type a. If  a* = a, A is a-f inite by 
Lemma 1.3. If a*  < a ,A  is a-f inite by Lemma 1.7. 
m 
Lemma 1.9. Let  A be a-r.e, non-a-recursive such that A is bounded. 
Then a* < a and A has order type >i a* 
Proof.  I fA  is a-r.e, non-a-recursive such that .4 is bounded,  let 3'A = 
sup(.,t) and X A = the order type o f .4 .  Let  C = {3'A " A is a-r.e, non-a- 
recursive such that .4 is bounded) .  Let 3, = inf(C). We show by induct ion 
on C that i fA  is a-r.e, non-a-recursive such that A is bounded,  then 
XA ~> a*. 
Let A be a-r.e, non-a-recursive such that .4 is bounded and 3'A = 3'. 
Let {A o" o < a} be an increasing sequence of  a-f inite sets such that 
I J{Ao 'o<a} =A.Letx  =x  A. 
First we show that A is 3'-regular. Suppose not. Then there is a/3 < 3' 
such that A n 15 is not a-finite. Then B = (An  15) u 15 is a-r.e, non-a- 
recursive and B = (A n 15) u 15 = A n 15 is bounded,  3'B ~< 15 < 3', contra- 
dicting the fact that 7 = inf(C). Hence A is 3'-regular. 
Thus if/3 < 3', A n 15 is a-finite. Then there is a stage o < a such that 
A~ n 15 = A n 15 for all r ~> o. Then A T n 15 = A n 15 for all r 1> o. Since 
sup(,4) = 3', .4 n/3 has order type less than X. Hence A r n 13 has order 
type < X for all r t> o, so there is a first stage o~ such that Ao¢ n 15 has 
order type < X. Then f : 3' ~ a def ined by f(15) = o~ for 15 < 3' is an a-fi- 
nite funct ion such that dom(f )  = 3'. Then f "3 '  is a-finite since a is ad- 
missible. Thus there is a stage r < a such that A r n 15 has order type 
< X for all 15 < 3'. F ix such a r. 
A T n 3" has order type X' A r n 15 has order type < X for all 15 < 3", so 
A r n 3' has order type at most X. A--~- n 3' c_ .~, so A r n 3" has order type 
at least X. 
A r n 3' is a-f inite, so l e tg 'X -~A r n 3' be a 1 -1  a-f inite enumerat ion 
in increasing order. A = (An  3") u ~ since .4 c__ 3", so A n 3" is a-r.e, non- 
a-recursive since A is a-r.e, non-a-recursive. Let  h "a ~ A n 3" be a 1 - 1 
a-recursive numerat ion.  Let k(x)  = h( r  + x)  for x < a. k"a  c_ Ar  n 3" 
since A n 3" - A T c__ ~ n 3" and h is 1 -1 .  Define j • a ~ X by j = g-1  o k. 
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j is clearly 1 - 1 partial a-recursive, j is total since k"a  c__ ~ n 3', so j is 
1-1 a-recursive. Hence h 1> a* by the def init ion of  a* 
Let 3" E C, 3" > 3'. Assume as an induct ion hypothesis  that for all B 
- -  t a-r.e, non-a-recursive such that B is bounded and 3'W < 3', hB ~> a*. Let 
A be o~-r.e, non-a-recursive such that .4 is bounded and 3'A = 3'" I fA  is 
not -),'-regular, then there is a/3 < 3" such that A n/3 is a-infinite. Then 
B = (A n/3) u/3 is a-r.e, non-a-recursive and B = (An/3)  u/3 = A n/3 is 
bounded.  3'B = sup(B) ~</3 < 3". Then by induct ion h B t> a*. B c .~, so 
h B ~< h A . Thus h A i> a*. I fA  is 3"-regular, then we def iner"  3"~ a by 
- -  t 
f(/3) = the least stage o such that Ao n/3 has order type < h A for/3 < 3' 
and proceed as above in the case 3' = 3'4 • Then also h A t> a*. Hence in 
either case, k A t> a*. This completes the induction. 
If  there is a bounded set with order type/> a*,  then a* < a. This 
completes the proof  of  the lemma. 
Next we define what we mean by an S n funct ion for n < w. The set 
of  S n functions is contained in the set {f: (3 n < 6o)(f is  Zn)}. S n func- 
tions are defined in a more natural way with respect o a-recursion 
theoret ic  purposes than Z n functions. If  a = w, the S n-hierarchy and 
the Z n-hierarchy coincide. In fact, the set of  S 2 functions is equal to 
the set of  Z 2 funct ions for all admissible a. But it is not known whether 
all E3 funct ions are S 3 functions. 1 Since the necessary and sufficient 
condit ion Lerman [10] obtained for the existence of  maximal a-r.e. 
sets is given in terms of  S 3 functions, we need to consider the S n-hierar- 
chy. 
Let/3 ~ a and 3, ~< a. Let f '  : a X ... X a X/3~ 3' (n copies a)  be an a- 
recursive function. We say that f '  generates an S n function if for all 
lim ... lira f ' (o l , . . . ,  On,~) 
o1~ On~ 
exists, f ' /3  ~ 3" is an S n function if there is an a-recursive funct ion 
f '  • a × ... × a × 3~ 3' (n copies a) such that f '  generates an S n funct ion 
and for all ~ </3, 
1 Simpson has recently obtained an a and a Z3 function (over La) which is not S n (over La) 
for any n. 
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f(~) = lim ... lira f ' (o l  , ... , On, ~) . 
al-'* ot anna  
When this happens, we say that f '  generates f as an S n function. 
If-)" ~< a and ~ <~ a, then f : ~ ~ 3, is a cofinality funct ion i f f "6  is co- 
final with 3'. If 3, is a limit ordinal ~< a, we define the S n-cofinality of 3', 
denoted sncf(3,), to be the least 6 ~< 3' such that there is an S n cofinality 
function f : ~ ~ 3'. 
If 3' ~< a and 8 ~< a, then f :  6 ~ 3' is a projection i f f "6  = 3'. If 3' is a 
limit ordinal ~< a, we define the Sn-projectum of 3', denoted snp(3'), to 
be the least/5 ~< 3' such that there is an S n projection f : /5 ~ 3'. 
Let/3 ~< a and 3' <~ a. Let f:/3-~ 3" be an S 2 function. We say that f is 
tame if there is an a-recursive function f '  : a ×/3 ~ 3' such that f '  gene- 
ratesf  as an S 2 function, (/5 </3)(3 o < a)(r >/a)(~ < /5)(f'(r, ~) = f(~)), 
and (6 </3)(3X < 3")(f"/5 c_C_ X), i .e. , f '  witnesses to the fact that f  ~ is 
a-finite and bounded below 3" for all/5 </3. I f f '  is an a-recursive func- 
tion that witnesses to f ' s  tameness, we say that f '  generates fas  a tame 
S 2 function. 
The only projectum with which we shall be concerned in the sequel 
is s3p(a). Lerman [ 10] proved certain properties of S3-projecta nd 
S 3-cofinalities to obtain the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of maximal a-r.e, sets. We need only the definition in our 
proof, so we do not prove these results. 
s2cf(a) plays an especially important role in a-recursion theory. If we 
are trying to do less than s2cf(a) things at the same time by using for 
each of them an a-effective procedurerequiring less than a steps, then 
the whole procedure is a-finite. This enables us to do a-finite injury 
priority arguments. Tameness was introduced by Lerman [9] as a way 
of classifying indexings of requirements in priority arguments. The im- 
portance of tame S 2 functions is obvious; tame S 2 non-~-recursive 
functions are in some sense the best-behaved, and hence easiest o work 
with, functions that are not a-recursive. 
We shall need a variety of facts about s2cf(/3) for/3 ~< a in the remain- 
der of this paper. In the following section of lemmas, we shall prove 
these facts. In particular, we shall find tame S 2 functions with certain 
desired properties. 
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[ ,emma 1.10. s2cf(/3) is an a-cardinal for t3 < a. / f  s2cf(a) < a, then 
s2cf(a) is an a-cardinal. 
Proof. Fix/3 ~< a. If/3 = a, assume s2cf(a) < a. Then since s2cf(/3) ~</3, 
s2cf(/3) < a in all cases. Let 6 = card(s2cf(/3)), and let f :  ~i -~ s2cf(/3) be 
an a-finite l -  1 correspondence between 5 and s2cf(/3). Let 
g : s2cf(fl) -~/3 be an S 2 cofinality function. Then g o f :  6 -~ 7 is an S 2 
cofinality function, so 6 i> s2cf(/3) by definition of  s2cf(/3). Hence 
6 = s2cf(/3) since 6 = card(s2cf(/3)) ~< s2cf(/3), and s2cf(/3) is an a-cardinal. 
Lemma 1.11. a* 1> s2cf(a). 
Proof. Let f :  a ~ a* be a 1-1 a-recursive function. Define a function 
g' : a X a* ~ a as follows: 
g'(o, ~) =(P  
undefined 
such that p < o, f(p) >i ~, and 
(/9'< o)(p'--/: p ~ f (p ' )> f(p) or 
f(p') < ~) , 
otherwise.  
Fix ~ < a*. Then there is a p < a such that f (p) /> ~, or h :a -+ ~ by 
h(o) =f(a)  contradicts the definit ion of  a*. Fix such a p. Clearly, 
g'(r, ~) is defined for all r i> p + 1, and if p + 1 ~< o < r, then g'(a, ~) 
g'(r,  ~). Hence limo_~,~g'(o, ~) is defined, or we would have an infinite 
descending sequence of  ordinals. 
Define g : a* -+ a by g(~) = limo__, ag'(a, ~). g is the S 2 function gene- 
rated byg ' .  For  ~ E f "a ,g(~)  =f-1 (~) since f i s  1 -1 .  Thusg"a*  = a: if 
a < a, then g(f(o)) = o. So, in particular, g is a cofinality function, g is 
$2, so a* ~> s2cf(a) by definit ion of s2cf(a). 
Lemma 1.12. If~3 is a limit ordinal and f:/3-+ 7 is an S 2 cofinality func- 
tion that is not tame, then s2cf(a) </3. 
Proof. Let f ' :  a X/3~ 3, be an a-recursive funct ion generating f as an S 2 
function. Define g' :a X/3~ ~/by g'(0, ~) = 0 for all ~ </3, g'(o, ~) = 
limT._, og'(r ,  ~) if o > 0 and limT._,of'(r, ~') exists for all ~' ~< ~, and 
g'(o, ~) = o otherwise. Let/a be the least ~ </3 such that either 
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limo._,,~g'(o, X) does not exist org'  t~x(x+l) does not generate a tame 
S 2 function. # must exist since f is not tame and/3 is a limit ordinal. 
g' r~x u generates a tame S 2 function. Furthermore, i fg' t~x u generates 
g : #~ a as an S 2 function, theng is a cofinality function: for all X < a, 
there are ~ < # and o >I X such that f ' (o,  ~) ~ limr_.of'(r, ~), so 
g'(o, ~) >/X for all o >/X. Thus s2cf(a) ~</a </3. 
Lemma 1.13 .  For each limit ordinal 3" < a, there is a tame S 2 strictly 
increasing co finality function f :  s2cf(3') -+ 3'. 
Proof .  There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. There is an a-recursive S 2 cofinality function f :  s2cf(3") ~ 3'. 
Let/3 = s2cf(3'). Define g :/3~ 3" by induction: 
g(~) = sup((g(~'): ~ '< ~} u {f(~)}). 
g is defined on an initial segment ~ of/3. If 5 </3, then g r 6 : ~ ~ 3' is an 
S 2 cofinality function, contradicting the fact that 8 </3 = s2cf(3"). 
Hence 6 = 13. g is clearly strictly increasing, and g is co final in 3' since 
g(~) > f(~). g is tame S 2 since it is partial a-recursive with a-recursive 
domain. Hence the lemma is proved. 
Case 2. No partial a-recursive function as in Case 1 exists. 
Let/3 = s2cf(3'). Then/3 < 3' < a, or the identity function on 3' would 
satisfy Case 1. Let f '  :a ×/3~ 3' generate an S 2 cofinality function f. 
We define g' : a ×/3-~ 3' by induction on (o: o < ~) and {~: ~ </3}. If 
• ' i ' hm~_.of (r, ~') exists for all ~' ~< ~, then define g'(o, ~) = I m~_~og (r, ~). 
Otherwise, defineg'(o, ~) = sup({g'(o, ~'): ~' < ~) u (f'(o, ~'): ~' </3}). 
g'(r, ~) can change its value only if f '(r, ~') changes its value for some 
~' < ~, so if lim~_.of(r, ~') exists for all ~' < ~, then limT_.og'(r, ~') 
exists for all ~' < ~. sup((g'(o, ~'): ~' < ~}) < 3' for all ~ </3 and o < a, 
or X~'g'(o, ~') : ~ 3' is an S 2 cofinality function, contradicting ~ </3 = 
s2cf(3'). Also, sup({f'(o, ~'): ~' </3)) < 3' for all o < a, or X~'f'(o, ~'): 
/3 ~ 3' would satisfy Case 1. Hence g' is well-defined and total on a × /3. 
Assume that g' does not generate a tame S 2 function. Let 5 be the 
least X </3 such that either limo_,,g'(o, X) is not defined, org'  t~x(x+t ) 
does not generate a tame S 2 function. Let h' : a × 8 -* 3" be defined by 
h'(o, ~) =g'(o, ~) for all o < a and ~ < 6. Then h' generates a tame S 2 
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function, and for all o < a there are r and ~ such that o ~< r < a, ~ < 6, 
and f ' ( r ,  ~) ¢ lim~,__, rf'(X, ~). Let u < 3' be given, and choose ~ </3 
such that f(~) ~> u. Let o be such that for all r >i a, f ' (r ,  ~) = f(~). Then 
for some p < 6, there is a r~> o such that f ' ( r ,  P) 4: lima__, rf'(X, p). Fix 
such a P, and a r for p. Then for all X t> r, g'(X, p) >I f(~) i> u, so 
h'(X, p) ~> u. Thus h' generates an S 2 cofinality function, contradicting 
the choice of 6 </3 = s2cf(3'). Therefore g' generates a tame S 2 cofina- 
lity function g. 
Since X ~g'(o, ~) is strictly increasing,  must be strictly increasing, so 
the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 1.14. Let 3" be a limit ordinal, 3" <. a. Then there is a tame S 2 
function f :  s2cf(3') ~ 3' such that Y~{f(~): ~ < 3'} = 3' and f(~) > 0 for 
all ~ < 3". 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 1.13, there is a strictly increasing tame 
S 2 cofinality function g: s2cf(3,) -+ 3' which is generated as a tame S 2 
function by g': a X s2cf(3') ~ 3' such that X~g'(o, ~) is strictly increasing 
for all o < a. Let/3 = s2cf(3,). Define f '  :a X/3-~ 3" as follows: 
= [ g'(o, O) ifg'(o, O) > 0 ,  
f ' (o,  O) 
1 otherwise, 
f ' (o,  ~ + 1) = the 6 such that g'(o, ~) + 6 = g'(o, ~ + 1), 
and for X a limit ordinal, 
tlhe 6 such that sup({g'(o, ~): ~ < X}) + 6 = g'(o, X) 
f ' (o,  X) = if 6 > 0 ,  
otherwise. 
sup({g'(o, ~): ~ < X}) < 3' since otherwise X~g'(a, ~) rx: X-~ 3, would be 
an S 2 cofinality function in contradiction to X </3 = s2cf(3,). Thus 
f ' (a,  ~) is defined for all a < a and ~ </3 by rules of ordinal arithmetic 
since X~g'(o, ~) is strictly increasing for all o < a. f ' (o,  ~) > 0 for all 
o< a and ~</3. 
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Since g' generates g as a tame S 2 function, l imo_.af'(o, ~) is defined 
for all ~ < 13. Define f : 13-+ 3' by f(~) = limo_~af'(o, ~) for all ~ < 13. Then 
f '  generates f as a tame S 2 function. Also, it is clear that the following 
is true: 
{~(0) if g (0 )>0,  
f(0) = otherwise, 
f(~ + 1 ) = the 5 such that g(~) + 8 = g(~ + 1), 
and for k a limit ordinal, 
t 
the 5 such that sup({g(~): ~ < k}) + 5 =g(k) 
f(k) = if 8 > O, 
[ 
1 otherwise. 
Thus f(~) > 0, all ~ < 3. E{f(~'): ~' ~< ~} < 7 or the S 2 function k : ~ 7 
defined by k(~') = E{f(~"): ~" ~< ~'} would contradict he fact that 
~ < 13 = s2cf(3"). By induction, we prove that g(~) ~< E{f(~'): ~' ~< ~}. 
E{f(~'): ~'~< O} =f(O) >~ g(O). 
~;(f(~'): ~'< ~+ 1) = ~(f(~'): ~'< ~) +f(~+ 1) 
>i g(~) +f(~ + 1) =g(~ + 1) 
by induction and the definition off(~ + 1 ). If )t is a limit ordinal, then 
~:(f(~'): ~' < X) = z(f(~'): ~'< k) +f(X) 
= sup({E{f(~"): ~"~< ~'}: ~ '< k}) +f(k)  
>1 sup({g(~'): ~ '< ;k))+ f(;k)t> g(;k) 
by induction and the definition off(k).  Thus 
E{f(~): ~ < 13} - sup({E(f(~'): ~' < ~}: ~ < 13)) 
>I sup(Og(~): ~ < 13})=3' 
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since g is a cofinality function. 3' ~< X{f(t) :  t </3} since Z{f ( t ' ) :  t' ~<t) 
< 3' for all ~ </3. Thus Z{f ( t ) :  t</3)  = 3'. 
Lemma 1.15. s2cf(s2cf(a)) = s2cf(a). 
Proof. Let/3 = s2cf(a). Let f : /3  ~ a and g : s2cf(/3) ~/3 be strictly increas- 
ing S 2 cofinality functions, f, g exist by Lemma 1.13. Clearly, 
fo  g: s2cf(/3) ~ a is a strictly increasing S 2 cofinality function. Thus 
s2cf(/3) t> s2cf(a) =/3 by definit ion of  s2cf(a), s2cf(/3) </3, so s2cf(/3) =/3, 
and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 1.16. Let  C be a-r.e, with unbounded complement.  Then C has 
order type >~ s2cf(a). 
Proof. I f  C is a-recursive, then C is a-r.e. So C has order type a since it 
is unbounded a-r.e., and a t> s2cf(a). 
Assume that C is not a-recursive. Then there is a 1-1  a-recursive 
enumerat ion f :  a-* C. Let 3' be the order type of  C. Let C o =f"o  for 
o < a. Let (c~'" t < 3"} be an enumerat ion in increasing order of  the 
first 3' elements of  C0- o , and let {c~" t < 3'} be an enumerat ion in increas- 
ing order of  C. We show by induction that c~ = limo_~ac ~ for each t < 3'. 
Fix t < 3'. By induction, we may assume that c~ = limo_~ a c~ for all 
t' < t. Let v = sup({c~" t' < t}). Then v~< c~. I f3 '<  v, there is a t0 < t 
such that 3' ~< c~0 < v by definit ion of  v. If c~0 = c~0 for some o < a, 
then c~0 n C O has order type t0 < t. Then since c~0 = limo_~ a c~0 by the 
induction hypothesis  and since 3" ~< c~0, there is a o < a such that 
3' n C a has order type < t- For all 3' < v, let k(7) be the least o such 
that 3' n C O has order type < t. Then f : v-+ a is an a-recursive function 
with a-finite domain, so sup( f  "v) < a by admissibility. Let X = sup( f  "v). 
vn  c~ c_ C by definit ion ofv .  Thus there is a stage O such that vn  c~ c__ 
Cp andX~<p<a.  For all ~-1> p, c~ n C r =vn C r has order typet ,  so 
c~ = l imo~c ~ . 
Define a function g' • a × 3" ~ a by g'(o, t )  = c~ for all e < a and 
t < 3" and a funct ion g • 3"--> a by g(t)  -- c~ for all t < 3'. g' is a-recursive. 
By the above, g' generates g as an S 2 function, g"3" = .~, so g is an S 2 
cofinality function. Hence by the definit ion of s2cf(a), 3"/> s2cf(a). 
This completes the proof  of  the lemma. 
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In ordinary recursion theory, a maximal r.e. set is a set M such that 
M is r.e., M is infinite, and for any r.e. set C, either C n .~ or C n ~ is 
finite. Since a set B c__ w is finite iff it is w-bounded iff it is w-r.e, and 
w-bounded iff it is w-finite, when we attempt o define a notion of 
maximal a-r.e, set for a an admissible ordinal greater than 6o, we are 
immediately confronted with the problem of deciding how to generalize 
the concept of "finiteness". Also, we have the option of replacing each 
of the two occurrences of "finite" in the original definition by a diffe-' 
rent generalization of "finite". Thus there are many possible generaliza- 
tions of the definition of maximal w-r.e, to maximal a-r.e. 
First we shall define the different kinds of finiteness which we shall 
consider in the following. 
Let S = ~x: x is an infinite a-cardinal or x = a}. Let x ~ S. We say a 
set C is KB-finite iff it is a-bounded and has order type < ~, KR-finite 
iff it is a-r.e, and has order type < h:, and xA-finite iff it is a-finite and 
has order type < x. We define xB-infinite, ~R-infinite and KA-infinite 
in the obvious fashion. 
Now we use these definitions of finiteness to define various kinds of 
maximal a-r.e, sets. 
Let % ~ ~ S and X, Y E (A, B, R ). Then M is a ~/Xx Y-maximal a-r. e. 
set i f fM is a-r.e., M is 3,X-infinite, and for every a-r.e, set C, either 
C n ,~ or C n .~ is K Y-finite. 
Several questions arise immediately. Which of these definitions are 
reasonable ones to consider? When do "yX~ Y-maximal a-r.e, sets exist? 
Is the answer different if ~X~Y ~ "t'X'~' Y'? Which definitions are equi- 
valent and which imply one another? I fM is ~XxY-maximal a-r.e., then 
M is clearly a-unbounded, hence of order type a. What are the possible 
order types of complements of maximal a-r.e, sets? Is it possible for the 
complement of a maximal a-r.e, set to be bounded? 
We shall, in fact, answer all these questions in the sequel. The remain- 
der of this section will be devoted to proving elementary results about 
~,XxY-maximal a-r.e, sets and their complements. Some of the defini- 
tions will be removed from consideration as unreasonable. Some equi- 
valences among the different definitions will be established. 
It would be possible to limit the number of definitions we consider 
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by using only those with lattice-theoretic significance. This would be a 
reasonable approach since we expect hat the major uses of maximal 
a-r.e, sets will be for lattice-theoretic purposes. However, on the grounds 
that some other defnit ion might prove more useful in investigations 
such as those of Martin [13] and Martin and Pour-E1 [14], we choose 
not to make this restriction. 
Lemma 2.1. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
I f  ~ ~ S, then ~A-finite ~ ~R-finite and ~R-finite ~ KB-finite. 
Le t% ~ ~ S be such that'r < ~. Then if X ~ {A, B, R ), "IX- 
finite ~ nX-finite. 
I f  ~ ~ Sand X ~ {A, B, R ), then ~X-finite ~ aB-finite. 
Proof. KA-finite = ~:R-finite since a-finite =~ a-r.e, h:R-finite ~ a-r.e, of 
order type < x < a. An a-r.e, set of order type < a is bounded. Hence 
KR-finite =~ h:B-finite. Hence (2.1) is true. 
(2.2) follows trivially from the definitions. 
~:X-finite ~ ~:B-finite by (2.1). xB-finite ~ aB-finite by (2.2). 
Thus ~X-finite =~ aB-finite, and (2.3) is true. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  ~ < a*, a set C is ~R-finite iff  it is eJt-finite. I f  a* < a, 
then there is a set C which is aR-finite but not aA-finite. 
Proof. ~:A-finite ~ xR-finite by (2.1). Suppose C is ~:R-finite for x <~ a* 
Then C is a-r.e, of order type < ~: < a*, so by Lemma 1.8, C is a-finite. 
Hence C is g/l-finite. 
If a* < a, by Lemma 1.4, there is a bounded a-r.e, non-a-recursive 
set of order type a*. Such a set is aR-finite but not aA-finite. 
Lemma 2.3. I f  ~ ~ S and X ~ {A, B, R ), then ~X~A-maximal ~ ~X~R- 
maximal, ~Xe~R-maximal ~ ~X~B-maximal, ~B~X-maximal ~ KR~X- 
maximal, and ~R~X-maximal ~ ~A~X-maximal. 
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from (2.1) and the definitions. 
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Lemma 2.4. Suppose M is "~X~Y-maximal -r.e, for some "r, ~ ~ S and 
X, Y E (A, B, R ). Then 34 is a-unbounded, and M has order type a. 
Proof. Let M be "yX~Y-maximal -r.e. Suppose M c__ t3 for some 13 < a. 
Then ~ ~ M. Clearly, ~ can be split into two a-recursive sets of order 
type a. Thus M can be split by an a-r.e, set into two sets of order type 
a. Each of these sets is aB-infinite and hence xY-infinite by (2.3). This 
contradicts the maximality of M. Hence 34 is a-unbounded; since M is 
a-r.e.,M has order type a. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose M is ~X~Y-maximal -r.e, for some ~ ~ S and 
X, Y E (A, B, R }. Then M is not a-r.e.; hence it is ~R-infinite for all 
~S .  
Proof. Let M be KXgY-maximal a-r.e. Suppose M is a-r.e. Then since M 
is also a-r.e., .~ is a-recursive. I f .~ is a-unbounded, then M has order 
typea  since it is a-r.e. I fM is a-bounded, then it is a-finite. ThusM is 
xX-infinite a-finite, so it has order type/> ~. Hence in either case, M 
has order type >/x. Let f :  3' ~ M be a 1 - 1 a-recursive numeration i
increasing order o fM.  Then 7/> ~- Let C 1 = ( f (~) :  (3 ~)(~ = 2" k)) and 
C 2 = (f(~): (3 ~,)(~ = 2. ~ + 1)}. C 1 is clearly a-r.e., and both C 1 n .~ = 
C 1 and C 1 n 34 = C 2 have order type i> ~. Hence both C 1 n M and 
C1 n M are ~Y-infinite, contradicting the maximality of M. Hence 
is not a-r.e. Thus M is 3,R-infinite for all ~, ~ S, and the lemma is proved. 
Suppose ~,, ~: E S are such that ~, < ~. Then ), is ~/X~Y-maximal for 
X ~ {A, B, R)  and Y ~ (B, R)" ~' as a set has order type ~,, so it is ~'X- 
infinite for all X ~ (A, B, R }. If C is an a-r.e, set, then C n ~ is a-r.e, of 
order type ~, < K. Hence C n ), is ~:Y-finite for Y ~ {B, R) .  Thus ~ is 
~Xh:Y-maximal. Similarly, any a-recursive set of order type < ~ is the 
complement of a ~X~ Y-maximal set. If, in addition, ~ ~< a*, then ~ is 
~,Xm4-maximal a-r.e, as well since by Lemma 2.2, ~:A-finite "~ r,~R-finite. 
This situation is totally unreasonable" we have ~,X~:Y-maximal -r.e. 
sets with a-recursive complements. Certainly, this is not the sort of 
problem we wish to consider when dealing with maximal a-r.e, sets. 
I fM is ~,X~Y-maximal for ~, < ~ and M is not a-r.e., then M is ~R- 
infinite. Thus M is ~:R ~ Y-maximal a-r.e. I f M is ~R ~ Y-maximal a-r. e., 
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M is not a-r.e, by Lemma 2.5. Hence M is 3'R-infinite and 3,A-infinite. 
I f .~ is bounded, then M- has order type I> a* by Lemma 1.9.3' < t¢ ~ S, 
so 3' ~< a *. Thus M is 3,B-infinite. So M is 7XK Y-maximal for all X E 
{A, B, R}. Hence M is non-a-recursive 3'X~:Y-maximal for 3' < x i f fM 
is xRt¢ Y-maximal. 
From this point forward, we will cease to consider 7Xt¢ Y-maximal 
a-r.e, sets for 3' < to. I fM is a-r.e., then M is a-recursive, and we do not 
want to consider M to be maximal a-r.e, under any reasonable defini- 
tion. M is non-a-recursive 3,X~¢ Y-maximal a-r.e, f f fM  is xR~¢ Y-maximal 
a-r.e., so we gain nothing new by considering non-a-recursive 7Xtc Y- 
maximal a-r.e, sets. Thus we feel justified in declaring that 3'Xt~Y-maxi- 
real a-r.e, for 3' < t¢ is an unreasonable d finition for our purposes. 
Lemma 2.6. Let  M be a ~XxY-max imal  a-r.e, set where ~ < a. Then M 
has order type < ~" 2. 
Proof. Suppose M has order type > t~. Then there is a o < a such that 
o n M = the first x elements of M. Then o n M is x Y-infinite since it 
has order type t~. Since M is t~X~ Y-maximal, then o n M is ~: Y-finite. 
In particular, o n M has order type < x. So the order type o fM = the 
order type of a n M + the order type of o n M = x + the order type of 
onM<~+~=t¢.2 .  
1.emma 2.7. Let  M be a xXgY-max imal  a-r.e, set such that either ~ < a* 
or ~ = a* = a. Then M is a-unbounded,  hence 3"B-infinite fo r  all 3" E S. 
Furthermore,  M has order type <<, ~. 
Proof. Let M be the complement of a ~XKY-maximal a-r.e, set such 
that either h: < a* or h: = a* = a. M is not a-r.e, by Lemma 2.5. If a* = a, 
then.~ is ,~-unbounded by Lemma 1.3. If h: < a* < a, thenM has order 
type < ~. 2 < a* by Lemma 2.6 since a* is an a-cardinal. Then by Lem- 
ma 1.9, M is a-unbounded. Hence in all casesM is unbounded, hence 
3"B-infinite for all 3' ~ S. 
Suppose M has order type > ~. Then there is a o < a such that o n M = 
the first t~ elements of .~.  Thus o n ~ has order type ~: and is ~:Y-infi- 
nite. By maximality of M, o n M is KY-finite. Then by (2.1), o n M is 
~B-finite. In particular, o n M is a-bounded. But then M is a-bounded, 
contradicting the first part of the lemma. Hence M has order type ~< h:. 
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Lemma 2.8. a* < a. Let M be an a*Xa*Y-maximal  a-r.e, set. I f  M is a- 
unbounded, then M has order type <~ a *. l f  M is a-bounded, then M has 
order type >I. a*. 
Proof. I fM is a-unbounded, then M has order type ~< a* as in the proof 
of Lemma 2.7. I fM is a-bounded, since M is not a-r.e, by Lemma 2.5, 
M has order type >I a* by Lemma 1.9. 
Lemma 2.9. I f  M is xR~R-maximal -r.e, for ~: < a*, ~R~B-maximal - 
r.e. with unbounded complement for ~ <~ a*, or xRxA-maximal a-r.e. 
with unbounded complement for ~ <~ a, then M is regular. 
Proof. Suppose M satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma. I fM is ~RxR- 
maximal a-r.e, for ~ < a*, theri M is a-unbounded by Lemma 2.8. 
Hence M is unbounded in all cases. Let 3' be an ordinal ess than a. 
n .~ is a-unbounded since .~ is. Hence 3' n M is not ~X-finite for any 
X 6 (A, B, R } by (2.3). 
I fM is ~R~R-maximal for x < a*, then 3' n M is KR-finite, hence 
g.A-finite by Lemma 2.2. I fM is ~:Rg.B-maximal for x ~ a*, then 3' n .~ 
is ~B-finite, hence of order type < a*. 3' n M = 3' u M is the complement 
of an a-r.e, set, so by Lemma 1.9, 3' n .~ is a-finite. I fM is ~RxA-maxi- 
mal for x ~< a, then 3' n M is ~A-finite. Thus in all cases 3' n M is a- 
finite. 
3' n M is a-finite for all 3' < a, so M is regular. 
Lemma 2.10. Let ~ <~ a*. Then M is ~R~B-maximal -r.e, with un- 
bounded complement implies M is xR~R-maximal -r.e. 
Proof. Suppose ~ ~< a* and M is ~:RxB-maximal ~,-r.e. with unbounded 
complement. Let C be an a-r.e, set. Then either C n .~ or C n ,~ is ~B- 
finite, i.e., a-bounded of order type < ~. If C n M is a-bounded of or- 
der type < ~:, then since C n M is the complement of the a-r.e, set 
C u M and ~ ~< a*, by Lemma 1.9, C n M is a-finite, hence ~R-finite. 
If C n M is bounded of order type < K, then there is a 3" < a such that 
C n M is contained in 3'. By Lemma 2.9, M is regular, so 3' n M is a- 
finite. C n M = (C n M) n 3' = C n (M n 3') is then the intersection of 
two a-r.e, sets, so it is a-r.e. C n M is a-r.e, of order type < a*, so by 
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Lemma 1.8 it is a-finite, hence KR-finite. We have shown that if C is an 
a-r.e, set, then either C n M or C n M is KR-finite. Hence M is KRKR- 
maximal a-r.e. 
Lemma 2.11. Suppose K < a* or K = a* = a. Then M is KXKY-maximal 
a-r. e. i f f  M is xX'K Y'-maximal a-r. e. for all X, Y, X', Y' ~ ~A, B, R ). 
Proof. If K < a* or K = a* = a and M is KXKY-maximal a-r.e., then M is 
unbounded by Lemma 2.7. 
By Lemma 2.3, KBKB-maximal ~ ~RKB-maximal. Since M is unboun- 
ded, by Lemma 2.10, KRKB-maximal ~ KRKR-maximal. By Lemma 2.7, 
M is xB-infinite, so r,.RxR-maximal =~ KBKR-maximal. ~BKR-maximal 
KBKB-maximal by Lemma 2.3. Hence KXK Y-maximal ¢~ KX'KY'-maximal 
for X, Y, X', Y' ~ {B, R}.  Since KR-finite is equivalent to m4-finite for 
~< a* by Lemma 2.2, we can extend this to X, Y, X', Y' 6 (A, B, R) .  
Lemma 2.12. 
(2.4) Let T, K ~ S be such that K < 7 <~ a* or K < a* < a =7. Then M 
is 7XKY-maximal a-r.e, i f f  M is 7X'KY'-maximal -r.e, i f f  M is 
KXK Y-maximal a-r. e. for X, Y, X', Y' ~ {A, B, R ). 
(2.5) Let a* < a. Then M is aXa*Y-maximal a-r.e, i f f  M is a*Xa*Y- 
maximal a-r. e. for X ~ (A, R ), Y ~ {A, B, R }. M is aBa * Y-max- 
imal a-r. e. i f f  M is a*Ba * Y-maximal a-r. e. with unbounded com- 
plement for Y ~ {A, B, R ). 
Proof. Let 7, K be as in (2.4). Then K < a*, SO in view of Lemma 2.1 1, 
if we show that M is 7XK Y-maximal iff M is KXK Y-maximal for X, Y 
{A, B, R ), then (2.4) will be true. 
Suppose M is 7XK Y-maximal for X, Y ~ {A, B, R ). Then M is 7X- 
infinite, so M is KX-infinite by (2.2). Hence M is KXKY-maximal. Sup- 
pose M is ~XK Y-maximal for X, Y ~ (A, B, R ). Then M is 3,R-infinite 
by Lemma 2.5, hence ~A-infinite. Since K < a*, M is 7B-infinite by 
Lemma 2.7. Thus M is 7X-infinite, and M is 7XKY-maximal. This com- 
pletes the proof of (2.4). 
I fM is aXa* Y-maximal, then M is aX-infinite, hence a'X-infinite by 
(2.2). Thus M is a*Xa* Y-maximal a-r.e. Suppose M is a *Xa* Y-maximal 
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a-r.e, for X ~ (A, R }, Y ~ (A, B, R }. Then M is aR-infinite by Lemma 
2.5, hence aA-infinite. Thus M is aXa* Y-maximal a-r.e. If M is aBa* Y- 
maximal a-r.e., then M is a-unbounded, soM is a*Ba* Y-maximal a-r.e. 
with unbounded complement. If M is a*Ba* Y-maximal a-r.e, with un- 
bounded complement, then M is aB-infinite, so M is aBa*Y-maximal. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
By Lemma 2.11, i f~ < a* or ~: = a* = a, then all the various defini- 
tions of h:X~Y-maximal -r.e, are equivalent, and all xXx Y-maximal a- 
r.e. sets have unbounded complement of order type ~< ~. By Lemma 
2.12, if 7 > x, then M is 7X~:Y-maximal -r.e, i f fM is ~XxY-maximal 
a-r.e. ("with unbounded complement" must be added here if 3,X = aB 
and x = a*). Now we shall investigate more fully what happens when 
a* < a, ~ = a* or ~: = a, and M is.~X~Y-maximal a-r.e. 
Remark. aB-finite ¢~ a-bounded; aR-finite ~ a-r.e, bounded; and aA- 
finite *~ a-finite. 
At this point, we decide that aRaB-maximal -r.e, and aAaB-maxi- 
mal a-r.e, are not reasonable definitions. Let M be aRaB-maximal -r.e. 
with bounded complement. Then M is not a-r.e, by Lemma 2.5. Hence 
M is a-r.e, non-a-recursive with bounded complement. Let M be a-r.e. 
non-a-recursive with bounded complement. Then if C is a-r.e., both 
C n M and C n M are a-bounded, hence aB-finite. So M is aRaB-maxi- 
mal a-r.e, with bounded complement. Thus we have M is aRaB-maxi- 
mal with bounded complement i f fM is aAaB-maximal with bounded 
complement iff M is a-r.e, non-a-recursive with bounded complement. 
If a* < a, then such sets exist by Lemma 1.4 (take A u a*). This is not 
a situation we wish to study, for the characterization f M has nothing 
whatsoever to do with M's intersections with a-r.e, sets. Clearly, M is 
aRaB-maximal -r.e, with unbounded complement i f fM is aAaB-max- 
imal a-r.e, with unbounded complement iff M is aBaB-maximal -r.e. 
Thus we sacrifice no reasonable definition by not considering aRaB- 
maximal and aAaB-maximal -r.e, sets. So we shall disregard the notions 
aRaB-maximal nd aAaB-maximal in all that follows. 
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1.emma 2.13. a* < a. M is aRaR-max imal  a-r.e, i f f  M is a*Ra*R-max i -  
ma l  a-r. e. 
Proof. Suppose M is a*Ra*R-max imal .  Then M is aR-infinite by Lem- 
ma 2.5. a 'R-f in i te =~ aR-finite by (2.2). Hence M is aRaR-max imal .  
Suppose M is aRaR-max imal  a-r.e. Let C be an a-r.e, set. Then either 
C n ,M or C n M is aR-finite, i.e., a-r.e, bounded. Suppose C n M is a- 
r.e. bounded of order type a*. Then by Lemma 1.6, there is a set 
B c_ C o M such that B is a-finite of order type a*. B can be split by an 
a-r.e, set D into two a-infinite pieces as in Lemma 1.5 : D n B = D 1 is a- 
r.e. a-bounded non-a-recursive, and D n B = D 2 is a-bounded non-a-r.e. 
is a-r.e, since B is a-finite, so D u B is a-r.e. D u B n M = D n B n ,~ 
= D n B = D 2 since B c__ ,~; hence D u B n .M is non-a-r.e., so aR- in f i -  
nite. Thus (D U B) n M is aR-finite by maximality ofM. (D u B) n M 
is a-r.e., then; B is a-finite. Hence ((D u B) n ,~) u B is a-r.e. ((D w B) 
A .~)uB =( (DUB)  NM)U (Bn .M)=(DuBuB)AM =M.Hence  
M is a-r.e., contradicting Lemma 2.5. Thus C n M a-r.e, a-bounded im- 
plies C n M has order type less than a*. Similarly, C n M a-r.e, a-boun- 
ded implies C o .~ has order type < a*. Thus C N .M or C n .M is a 'R -  
finite. M is a'R- inf inite by Lemma 2.5. Thus M is a*Ra*R-max imal .  
I_emma 2.14. a* < a. aRaA-max imal  a-r.e. "~, a*Ra*A-max imal  a-r.e. 
Proof. a*Ra*A-maximal =, aRaA-maximal by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5. 
aRe_A-maximal =, aRaR-max imal  by Lemma 2.3. aRaR-maximal =~ 
a*Ra *R-maximal by Lemma 2.13. a*Ra*R-maximal =~ a *Ra *A-max- 
imal since a *R-finite 0, a'A-f inite by Lemma 2.2. Thus a *Ra *A-max- 
imal • ~ aRaA-maximal. 
Lemma 2.15. Suppose  a*  < a. Th en : 
(2.6) a*Ra*R-max imal  "~, a*Ba*R-max imal  ~, a*Ba*A-max imal  "~ 
a *Ra  *A-max imal  ¢, a*A  a *A-max imal  ** a *Aa*R-max imal  ~, 
aAaR-max imal  ¢, aAaA-max imal  "~ aRaA-max imal  "~, aRaR-  
max imal .  
(2.7) a*Ba*B-max imal  "~ a*Aa*B-max imal  ¢, a*Ra*B-max imal .  
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(2.8) 
(2.9) 
aBaR-maximal *~ a*Ra *R-maximal with unbounded comple- 
ment *~ aBe.A-maximal. 
I f  there is an aBaR-maximal a-r. e. set, then there is a aBaB- 
maximal a-r. e. set that is not aBaR-maximal. 
Proof. (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) follow immediately from the definitions 
and Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.10, 2.13 and 2.14. 
Let M be an ~,BaR-maximal -r.e, set. Let N = (a* +/3:/3 ~ M}. N is 
clearly aBaB-maximal a-r.e. But N has order type > a*, so by Lemma 
2.9 and (2.8), N is not aBaR-maximal. Hence (2.9) is true, and the 
lemma is proved. 
By Lemmas 2.11, 2.12 and 2.15, each of the notions of maximality 
which we continue to consider is equivalent to one of the following: 
xRvd~-maximal with unbounded complement for x ~< a*; 
aBaB-maximal, } 
a*B,~*B-maximal with bounded complement, a* < a .  
a*Ra*R-maximal with bounded complement, 
In the following, we will consider only these definitions of maximal a- 
r.e. set. All results can be translated to the reasonable definitions of 
3,X~:Y-maximal -r.e, by using Lemmas 2.11, 2.12 and 2.15. 
Proviso. From now on, when we say maximal a-r.e, set, we will mean 
one of the four above types of maximal a-r.e, set. 
All of  these types are xX~X-maximal a-r.e, for some ~: ~ S and some 
X ~ (A, B, R }. We will use freely any of the equivalences established in 
Lemmas 2.11,2.12 and 2.15 in what follows. 
Lemma 2.16. Let 3", ~ ~ S. 
(2.1 O) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
If3, < ~, then 3,RTR-maximal a-r.e. ~ ~R~R-maximal -r.e. 
3"R3"R-maximal with unbounded complement o f  order type 
<~ ~ ~ ~R~R-maximal. 
g.R~R-maximal -r.e, with unbounded complement ~ aBaB- 
maximal a-r. e. 
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(2.13) f f  a* < a, aBaB-maximal with complement o f  order type <. a* 
a *Ra *R-maximal. 
Proof. (2.10) follows trivially from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5. 
Suppose M is 7R-/R-maximal a-r.e, with unbounded complement of 
order type ~< x. Then if C is a-r.e., either C n M or C n M is -/R-finite. 
Since M is a-unbounded, if C n M is -/R-finite, hence a-bounded, it is 
bounded in M. HenceCthe order type of C n M < the order type of 
M ~< h:, so C n M is tcR-finite. Similarly, C n M -/R-finite implies C n M 
is icR-finite. Thus either C n M or C n M is ~:R-finite. M is tcR-infinite 
by Lemma 2.5. Hence M is ~R~:R-maximal -r.e., and (2.11) is true. 
(2.12) follows immediately from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5. 
Suppose M is aBaB-maximal a-r.e, such that M has order type ~< a*. 
Let C be an a-r.e, set. Then either C n • or C n .~ is aB-finite, i.e., a- 
bounded. Since ,~ is a-unbounded, if C n .~ or C n M is a-bounded, 
then it is bounded in_M and hence has order type < the order type of 
M ~< a*. If C n M is a-bounded of order type < a*, then since C n M 
is the complement of the a-r.e, set C u M, by Lemma 1.9, C n M is a- 
finite, hence a'R-f inite. Suppose C n M is a-bounded of order type < a*, 
say C n MC__ 3, < a. - /n  .M is a-bounded, hence of order type < a* as 
above. 3, n M is the complement of the a-r.e, set 3, w M, so by Lemma 
1.9, 3, n M is a-finite. Hence C n M = (C n M) n 3, = C n (M n 7) is a-r.e. 
since it is the intersection of two a-r.e, sets. Thus C n M is a'R-f inite. 
Since either C n M or Cn  )~ is a'R-f in ite and)~ is a'R- inf inite by Lemma 
2.5, M is a*Ra*R-maximal. 
I .~mma 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
2.17. Let ~ E S. 
I ra*  = a, then ~Rr,.R-maximal -r.e. ~ aRaR-maximal -r.e. 
with complement o f  order type <, ~. 
I lK  <. a* < a, then ~RrR-maximal -r.e, with unbounded com- 
plement ,~ a *Ra*R-maximal a-r. e. with unbounded complement 
o f  order type < ~ o aBaB-maximal -re. with complement o f  
order type <, K. M is aBaB-maximal -re. with complement o f  
order type > a* ~ M is not ~R~R-maximal -r.e, for any ~ ~ S. 
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Proof. The lemma follows immediately from Lemmas 2.7, 2.8 and 2.16. 
Thus we have obtained a fair amount of information at the elementary 
level. Lemma 2.17, combined with Lemmas 2.11, 2.12 and 2.15, gives a 
complete description of the equivalences of and implications among the 
reasonable definitions of maximal a-r.e, for maximal a-r.e, sets with un- 
bounded complements. Lemmas 2.6, 2.8 and 2.15 tell us that a maximal 
a-r.e, set with bounded complement is either a*Ba*B-maximal -r.e, or 
a*Ra*R-maximal -r.e, with complement of order type ~ such that 
t~* ~< ~< a*. 2. 
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§ 3. Existence and non-existence theorems for maximal a-r.e, sets 
We have seen in the preceding section that i fM is a maximal ,~-r.e. set 
with bounded complement, then M is either a*Ba*B-max imal  a-r.e, or 
a*Ra*R-max imal  a-r.e. Lerman and Simpson [11 ] (after Kreisel and 
Sacks [4] ) have proved that a*Ra*R-max imal  a-r.e, sets with bounded 
complement exist if a* = w < a. For a* > co, their method of construc- 
tion breaks down. We prove in the following that maximal a-r.e, sets 
with bounded complement exist iff a* = co < a. Thus if the usual meth- 
od of construction breaks down, no other method will work, either. 
Theorem 3.1. Let  a be an admissible ordinal such that there exists an 
a*Ba*B-max imal  a-r. e. set with bounded complement .  Then a * = w < a 
Proof. If a* = w = o~, any bounded set is finite and hence cannot be coB- 
infinite. Hence no ~B~B-maximal ~-r.e. set with bounded complement 
can exist. 
If a* = a, then any a*Ba*B-max imal  a-r.e, set has unbounded com- 
plement by Lemma 2.7. 
Suppose that co < a* < 0~ and there is an a*Ba*B-max imal  a-r.e, set 
with bounded complement. For N an a*Ba*B-max imal  a-r.e, set with 
bounded complement, let 3'N be the least ordinal ess than a such that 
~V c_ 3, and let/3~v = the order type of,~. Let M be an a*Ba*B-maxirnal  
a-r.e, set with bounded complement such that 3' = 3'M is least possible 
and/3 =/3 M is least possible for 3'- Since M ~ % clearly/3 ~< 3'. M is not 
a-r.e, by Lemma 2.5~ so/3/> a* by Lemma 1.9. Hence a* ~</3 ~< a. 
Lemma 3.2. 3 = ~ *. 
Proof. Suppose/3 > a*. Then there is an ordinal o < 3' such that o n M = 
the first a* elements of M. Thus o n M has order type ~*, so it is a 'B -  
infinite. Let N = o u M. Then N = o n M is a'B-infinite. N is a-r.e. 
since M is. I fA is an a-r.e, set, thenA n /~ is a'B-f inite whether A n ,~ 
is since A n N ~ A n ,M, and A n iV is a *B-finite whenever .~ n .~ is 
since.~ n N c__ .~ n .~. By maximality of M, either A n M or,~ n M is 
a'B-finite. Hence either A n N or .~ n N is a'B-finite. Thus N is 
a*Ba*B-maximal o~-r.e, with bounded complement. 3'N <~ o < 7, contra- 
dicting the minimality of 7. Thus/3 = a*, and the lemma is proved. 
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Since M is a-r.e., there is an increasing sequence of  a-finite sets 
(Mo" o < a)  such that M = LI (Mo" a < a). Then, of  course, M = 
fl(Mo: o < a) .  Let (m/: ] < a*} be an enumerat ion of the elements of  
M in increasing order, and let (m~ : ] < a) be an enumerat ion of  the ele- 
ments of  M--~ in increasing order• Now for [3 such that co ~< [3 < a*,  we 
construct an a-r.e, sequence (C~" ~ < [3) of  a-r.e, sets by induction on 
the set of  stages (a: o < a).  We shall use these sets to prove first that 
cfz,~(a*) = 6o and then that a* = co. 
Stage O. For all ~ < [3, C~, 0 = ~. 
Stage o> 0. C~,o = (LI(C~, x • ;~< a))  u (x: x < o and x < ~, and 
(3/) (3 X)(x = m~ and ] = [3. X + ~)) for all ~ < [3. 
This completes the construction. For each ~ < [3, let C~ = IJ (C~,o" 
o < a ). Clearly, for all ~ < [3, C~ is an a-r.e, set. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose x ~ M. f i x  = m/, then limo_~,m~ = m/. There are 
only finitely many ~ < [3 such that x E C~. 
Proof. Suppose x = m/. Then x n M has order type / < a* and is the 
bounded complement  of  the a-r.e, set x u M, so by Lemma 1.9, it is a- 
finite. Hence x n M is a-finite, so there is a stage r < a such that 
xnM a =xnMfora l la />r .  Thusxn~=xn,~fora l lo1>r ,  and 
there are exactly ] elements o fM a which are less than x for every o >/r .  
x ~ Mo for all o < a, so x = m 7 for all o 1> r. Hence limo_,~m 7 = x = m/. 
x~Mo,  a l lo<a,  sox  =m[ for somek<a.  I fm 7 =m~ foro<r ,  
then l <~ k since Mo ~ M--~. Thus (k< a: (3o< a)(x = m~)} is finite, or 
there would be an infinite descending sequence of  ordinals• Thus x ~C~ 
for-only finitely many ~ < [3. 
Lemma 3.4. Let p < a* and r < a. Then C~,r n M r n ,y has order type 
less than la for only finitely many ~ < [3. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then let {~n" n < 6o} be the first 6o elements less 
than [3 such that C~, r_n M r n ~/has order type < p. I.I (qn ,  r n M--~ c~ 3,: 
n < 6o} 3_ .~ : if x ~ M,  then x E C~n, * for only finitely many n < co by 
Lemma 3.3. Hence there is an m < co such that x ~ C~ . Since C~ r c_ 
• _ _  ~ m  _ _  ~m,  
C~ m , x q~ Cgm,,, i.e., x E Cgm,r.x ~ ~ n "t since M c__ Mr and M c__ % so 
x ~ Cfm,r n M r n ,y. 
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Thus the order type o fM < the order type of U{C~n,r n ~ n 3": 
n < w} ~</~. co < a* since a* is an a-cardinal and #, co < a*. This is a 
contradiction since M has order type a*. 
Lemma 3.5. There is a stage r~ such that C~,ro n Mr~ n 3" has order type 
< a*foral l~</3. 
w 
Proof. Fix/3 such that co ~</3 < a*. M has order type a*. a* =/3. a* by 
Lemma 1.2. Thus if/a < a*, since m/= l imo~m)'  for a l l /<  a* by Lem- 
ma 3.3, we have ma.u+~E C~. Thus C~ n ,~ has order type a*, and 
C~ o M is a'B-infinite. By maximality of M, C~ N ,~ is a'B-f inite and 
hence has order type < a*. C~ n M is__the bounded complement of the 
a-r.e, set C~ u M, so by Lemma 1.9, C~ n M is a-finite. Thus (C~ u M) 
n 3' is a-finite. Then there is a stage o < a such that for all r >1 o, 
(C~,~ u M r) N 3' = (C~ U M) n 3'. Thus q, r  N M~ n 3' = C~. n ,~ for all 
r/> o. Thus given ~ </3, there is a first stage oK such that C~ n Mo n 3" 
~,a~ ~,,~ 
has order type < a*. Definer'/3-~ a via f(~) = o r. f i s  a-recursive./ '~ is a- 
finite since a is admissible and/3 < a, so there is a stage r~ < a such that 
f(~) < rt3 for all ~ </3. Fix such a rt3. Since f(~) < rt3 for all ~ </3, 
C~, n Mrov N ? c_ C~ rc~ . . . . . .  Ma~s~,_, _n 3', so the order type ofC~,r~ n Mr~ n 3" 
~< the order type of ~ )  n MI(~) n 3' < a*. This is the desired result. 
Lemma 3.6. cfL,~(a*) = co. 
Proof. Let r = rio be as in Lemma 3.5. Defineg: co ~ a* byg(n)  = the 
order type of C~, r N M~ n 3'. g is an a-recursive function. If # < a*, 
theng(n) </a for only finitely many n < co by Lemma 3.4. Hence g is 
cofinal in a*. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Since cfL,~(a*) = co < a*, there is a function h: co ~ a* such that h is 
a-recursive cofinal in a*. Let h be such a function. 
a* is a singular a-cardinal since cfL (a*) = co < a*. Then there is an 
a-cardinal/3 such that co </3 < a*. Let/3 be such an a-cardinal. Let 
r = ra be as in Lemma 3.5. Then C~,, N M r N 3" has order type < a* 
for all ~ </3. 
Now we are ready to obtain the final contradiction. 
We define a 1-1 a-recursive function k:/3-~ co × co as follows: Given 
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</3. Let n~ = the least n such that C~, r n M r n 3' has order type 
< h(n). n~ exists since h is cofinal in ~* and C~,, n M r n 3" has order 
type < a*. Let m~ = card((~' < ~: n~, = n~}). m~ is finite by Lemma 
3.4. Let k(~) = (n~, m~>. k is clearly a-recursive, k is 1-1 since if 
n~, = n~ for ~ '< ~, then m~ = card((~" < ~: n~,, = n~}) i> card({~" < ~': 
n~,, =n~,}) + 1 =m~, + 1. card(60 × 60) = 60. Then k ' /3~ coX w 1-1 a- 
recursive implies card(t3) = 60. But/3 is an a-cardinal, 13 > w, so card(/3) -- 
/3 > 60. This is a contradiction. 
Thus i fM is an a*Ba*B-maximal ~,-r.e. set with bounded complement, 
then a* = co < ~. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.7. l f  a* = co < a, then there is an ~*Ba*B-maximal -r.e. 
set with bounded complement o f  order type 60. 
Proof. See Lerman and Simpson [11 ]. 
Corollary 3,8. There exists a maximal a-r. e. set with bounded comple- 
ment i f f  a* = w < a. 
Proof. I fM is a maximal a-r.e, set with bounded complement, then M 
is either a *Bo~*B-maximal or a*Ra *R-maximal. If M is a*Ra*R-maxi- 
mal, then M is a*Ba*B-maximal by Lemmas 2. I and 2.8. Thus the corol- 
lary follows immediately from Theorems 3.1 and 3.7. 
Theorem 3.9. Let a* = co < a. Then: 
(3.1) M is 60B60B-maximal a-r. e. with bounded complement i f f  M is 
60R 60R-maximal -r. e. with bounded complement. 
(3.2) l f  n < 60, then there is an 60B60B-maximal a-r.e, set M with 
bounded complement o f  order type co + n. l f  M is coB60B-maxi- 
mal a-r.e, with bounded complement, hen M has order type 
60 + n for some n < w. 
Proof. coB-finite ",~ bounded of order type < co ,~ bounded finite ,* fi- 
nite ,~ a-r.e, finite ¢~ ¢oR-finite. Thus (3.1) is true. 
Let M be an coB60B-maximal a-r.e, set with bounded complement of 
order type 60. M exists by Theorem 3.7. Let 3' be a bound forM.  Fix 
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n > 0. Then N = M - {3~ + 1, ..., 3' + n} is clearly an 60B60B-maximal -
r.e. set; N has order type 60 + n. Thus the first half of (3.2) is true. I fM 
is 60B60B-maximal with bounded complement, hen M has order type/3 
such that 60 ~</3 < 60.2 by Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8. Thus/5 = 60 + n for 
some n < 60. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Now we shall introduce some definitions for shorthand purposes. We 
say M is B-maximal  a-r.e, i f fM is 60B60B-maximal -r.e, with bounded 
complement. M is ~3B-maximal -r.e, i f fM is B-maximal a-r.e, with com- 
plement of order type/3. M is U-maximal a-r.e, i f fM is aBaB-maximal 
a-r.e. M is ~3U-maximal -r. e. iff M is U-maximal a-r.e, with complement 
of order type/3. We note that in these definitions,/3 need not be an a- 
cardinal. 
The following assertions are trivial consequences of the definitions, 
Lemma 2.17, Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 3.9: 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
M is U-maximal a-r.e, i f fM is maximal a-r.e, with unbounded 
complement. 
M is B-maximal a-r.e, i f fM is maximal a-r.e, with bounded com- 
plement. 
If it is not the case that a* = 60 < a, thenM is maximal a-r.e, iff 
M is U-maximal. 
I fM is/3U-maximal -r.e, and/3 ~< ~ ~< a* for K E S, thenM is 
~RKR-maximal a-r.e. I fM is ~R~R-maximal -r.e, with un- 
bounded complement, hen there is a/3 ~< n such that M is/3U- 
maximal. 
I fM is/3B-maximal -r.e., then there is an n < w such that 
/3 =-- 60 -I- n .  
By Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 3.9, we know exactly when/3B-maxi- 
mal a-r.e, sets exist. Now we shall proceed to gather the same informa- 
tion about/3U-maximal a-r.e, sets. 
Lemma 3.10. l f  M is a maximal  a-r. e. set, then M has order type greater 
than or equal to s2cf(a). 
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Proof. I f ,~  is bounded,  then a* = co < a andM has order type co + n 
for some n < 6o by Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 3.9. Then s2cf(a) ~< a* 
= w ~< 60 + n = the order type of  M since s2cf(a) ~< a* by Lemma 1.1 1. 
If,M is unbounded,  then, since M is the complement of  an a-r.e, set, 
M has order type ~> s2cf(a) by Lemma 1.16. 
Lemma 3.1 1. I f  M is a f3U-maximal a-re. set, then s2cf(fl) = s2cf(a). 
Proof. Let 6 = s2cf(a). Let M be a flU-maximal a-r.e, set. Thus M is not 
a-r.e, by Lemma 2.5. Then g •/3-~ a, the strictly increasing enumerat ion 
of  M is an S 2 cofinality funct ion by the proof  of  Lemma 1.1 6; also as 
in the proof  of  Lemma 1.1 6, we may assume that g is generated by 
g' : t~ X/~-+ a where g' is a-recursive, ~g'(o,  ~) is strictly increasing for 
each o < a, and Xog'(o, ~) is increasing for each ~ < ft. Let f "  fi -~ t~ be 
an S 2 cofinality funct ion generated by f '  • a × 6 ~ a. 
Define h' • a X 6 -~ fl as follows: 
the least ~ such that f'(o, 77) <<, g'(o, ~) and ~ < o 
h'(o, ~/) = if such a ~ exists, 
\undef ined otherwise, 
h' is a-recursive. 
Fix 77 < 8 . f i s  S 2, so there is a stage r 0 < a such thatf'(o, rl) = f(~),  
for all o I> r 0 . Then 
l 
the least ~ such that f(r/) ~< g'(o, ~) and ~ < o 
h'(o, 71) i f  such a ~ exists, 
= ~,undefined otherwise, 
for all 0 ~ r 0 . Since g is a cofinality function, there is a Go </3 such 
that g(~o) >~ f(r~). Fix such a Go. g is S 2 , so there is a stage r 1 >i ~'0 such 
that g'(o, Go) =g(~o) for all 0 I> r 1 . Let r 2 = max({r l ,  Go)). Then 
h'(o, 77) is defined and h'(o, ~.) <~ Go for all 0 > r 2 since ~,~g'(o, ~) is 
strictly increasing and f(r/) ~ g(~o )" Furthermore,  if r 2 ~; 0 < r, then 
since Xog'(o, ~) is increasing for all ~ </3, we have g'(r ,  h'(o, rl)) >t 
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g'(o, h'(o, 7/)) I> f(r/), hence h'(r ,  r/) ~< h'(o, 77). Thus l imo_.ah'(o , 77) is 
defined, or we would have an infinite descending sequence of ordinals. 
Define h : 6 ~ 13 via h'(~) = l imo_.ah'(o, 7). h is S 2 . f "6  is cofinal in a, 
so g"(h"6)  is cofinal in ~ since g(h(rl)) >t f(rl) by definit ion of  h. Since 
g is strictly increasing, h"6  is then cofinal in/3. Thus 6 1> s2cf(/3). 
Let k : s2cf(/3) -+ 13 be a strictly increasing S2 cofinality function, k 
exists by Lemma 1.1 3. Then g o k : s2cf(/3) -~ a is a strictly increasing S2 
cofinality function since g and k are both strictly increasing S2 cofinality 
functions. Thus s2cf(/3) t> s2cf(a) = ~i by the definit ion of  s2cf(a). 
Hence s2cf(/3) = 6, and the lemma is proved. 
Theorem 3.12. I f  there is a maximal  a-r.e, set, then s3p(a) = co. 
Proof. See Lerman [ 1 0]. Lerman considers only rXrX-maximal  a-r.e. 
sets. I fM  is maximal a-r.e, with bounded complement,  hen M is B- 
maximal, hence coBcoB-maximal. I fM  is maximal a-r.e, with unbounded 
complement,  hen M is U-maximal, hence aBaB-maximal.  Thus Lerman's 
proof  gives us the desired result. 
Lemma 3.1 1 and Theorem 3.1 2 imply that if there is a/3U-maximal 
a-r.e, set, then s3p(a) = co and s2cf(/3) = s2cf(a). Lerman [ 10] has con- 
structed a 13U-maximal -r.e, set for s3p(a) = co and 13 = s2cf(a). Although 
the construction is fairly complicated, it is essentially an e-state con- 
struction. Friedberg's original construction of  a maximal co-r.e, set (see 
[1]) used e-states; Yates [22] introduced the idea of e-state funct ion 
to simplify the construction. All known constructions of  maximal a-r.e. 
sets use some means similar to the e-state function. Earlier constructions 
use an e-state function with one parameter; in the more general case 
s3p(a) = co, Lerman found it necessary to use an e-state funct ion with 
two parameters. Our construction and proof  follow Lerman's fairly 
closely. Lerman's construction uses s2cf(a) markers; we place/3 markers 
where s2cf(/3) = s2cf(a) by using two more auxiliary functions than 
Lerman does. Our result is that if s3p(,Q = co and s2cf(/3) = s2cf(a), then 
there exists a/3U-maximal a-r.e, set. 
Theorem 3.13. Let  ~ be an admissible ordinal such that s3p(t~) = w, and 
let f3 be an ordinal <<, ~ such that s2cf(13) = s2cf(a). Then there is a set M 
that is ~3U-maximal -r. e. 
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Proof.  Let a be an admissible ordinal such that s3p(a) = co, and let/3 be 
an ordinal < a such that s2cf(/3) = s2cf(a). Let  ~ = s2cf(a). 
Since 6 = s2cf(a), there is a strictly increasing tame S 2 funct ion 
f :  6 -* a which is cofinal in a by Lemma 1.13. Let f '  : a × ~ ~ a be an 
a-recursive funct ion generating f as a tame S 2 function. 
Since s2cf(/3) = s2cf(a), there is a tame S 2 funct ion k : 5 ~/3 such that 
l~ {k(~): ~ < 8} =/3 and k(~) > 0 for all ~ < 8 by Lemma 1.14. Let 
k' : a X 6 ~ a be an a-recursive funct ion generating k as a tame S 2 func- 
tion. 
Since s3p(a) = co, there is an S 3 project ion h : 6o~ a. Let h' : a X a X co 
-* o~ be an a-recursive funct ion generating h as an S 3 function. 
We use the three funct ions just defined to construct a/3U-maximal 
a-r.e, set M. Imagine the construct ion to be taking place on a X co. The 
point (3', n) ~ ~ X 6o is at row.% column n. 
We will define a partial a-recursive funct ion g' : a × 5 × 13~ a. The 
partial funct ion g : ~ ×/3 ~ a will be def ined as follows: 
( lim g'(o, % 7/) 
g(% 77) = l o-*~ 
~undef ined 
if lim g'(o, 3', rl) is de f ined ,  
O"*" Ot 
otherwise. 
The funct ion g will have the property  on its domain G that g(3', 7/) < 
g(v, Is) whenever both  values are def ined and either 3' < v, or 3' = v and 
rl < It. g " G will equal ,~.  
f will be used to pick out a strictly increasing sequence of  rows o f  
a X 6o o f  order type 6 which is cofinal with the rows of  a X w. Certain 
rows f(~) will have some number  less than 13 of  elements of  M in increas- 
ing order associated with them. 
h' will play two roles in the construct ion.  At stage o of  the construc- 
t ion, we will associate the a-f inite set W~,(o,.r,n) with the point (% n > E 
a × co. These a-f inite sets will then be used to determine -states at 
stage o. Also, we wish to associate a column with each row f ' (o ,  ~); h' 
will be used to pick out this column. During the course of  the construc- 
tion, we shall define the partial a-recursive funct ion with a-recursive 
domain ~o' • a × 5 - 6o + 1 with the fol lowing properties: if a co lumn n is 
associated with row f ' (o ,  ~) at stage o, we say ~o'(o, ~) = n; and if no 
co lumn is associated with f ' (o ,  ~) at stage o, then we say either ¢'(0,  ~)=6o 
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or ~o'(o, ~) is undefined, depending on the construction. The column as- 
sociated with a row will tell us which e-state we are trying to maximize 
on that row. ~o" 5 -', w + 1 defined by ~o(~) = limo__, a ¢'(o, ~) will have the 
property that for each e < co, (~: ~o(~) ~< e) is 6-bounded. Hence we will 
try to maximize the e-state for all sufficiently large members of  M. 
To ensure that the order type o f ,~  is fl, we will use k to associate 
different numbers of elements with the rows f(~). For bookkeeping pur- 
poses, we will introdu6e a function l' • t~ × 6 ~ 6 defined by l'(o, ~) = "y 
iff ~ is the 7th element P less than 5 such that ~'(o, p) < w. The partial 
function l" 5 ~ 5 will be defined as follows: 
l lim l'(o, ~) if lim l'(o, ~) is defined, 
= °-'" 
undefined otherwise. 
If l(~) = 7, we will associate k(7) elements of M with row f(~). Then .~ 
will have order type Z (k(~,):), < 6) =/3. 
Now we must define our e-state function. Note that the e-state func- 
tion is different on each row of a × co which is in the range of f .  
We define the e-state function E" 6 × ~o × a × a ~ co by E(7, e, x, o) = 
O ~, (2e-i: i, e < w and x ~ Wh,(f(o,7),o,O). 
The following properties are standard for e-state functions and are 
easily verified: 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
m < n =~ [(E(% m, x, o) < E(7, m, y, o)) ~ (E(7, n, x, o) < 
E(3', n, y, o))]. 
I fo  < r and for all i <<. e, h'( f ' (o,  ~,), o, i) = h' ( f ' ( r ,  30, r, i), then 
E(7, e, x, o) < E(3', e, x, r). 
E('y, e, x, o) < 2 e+l . 
We order 8 X/3 via the lexicographic ordering, i.e., (% r/) < (~,/~) iff 
~,< ~ or'}, = ~ and r /< p. 
Let (% 77) ~ 6 × ~. We say that (% r/) requires attention at stage o if 
one of the following holds: 
(3.1 1 ) f'(o, 7) 4: lim~._~ o f'(~-, 7). 
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(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
limr_~ o ~0'(r, 3`) is undefined. 
limr_, o ~o'(r, 3`) is defined, and for some i <~ limr_, o ~o'(r, 3`), 
h' ( f ' (o ,  3`), o, i) #: l im~_.oh'(f ' (o,  3"), r, i). 
lim~_.o ~o'(r, 3') is defined, limr.~o ~o'(r, 3`) =/: u~, and lim~_.o l'(r, 3`) 
is not defined. 
limr_, a ¢'(r, 3`) is defined, limr_.o ~o'(r, 3`) 4: w, limr_, o l'(r, 3") = ~, 
and k'(o, ~) 4= lim,_.o k'(r, ~). 
limr_, o ~o'(r, 3') is defined, limr_,o ~o'(r, 3') 4= 6o, lim,_.o l'(r, 3") = ~, 
r~ < k'(o, ~), and l im~_.og'(r, 3", 71) is undefined. 
lim~_,o ~o'(r, 3') = e < ~o, lim~_.o l'(r, 3") = ~, rl < k'(o, ~), and 
3(u,/a) E ~ X/3, x < a, and y < a such that (% r/~ < (u,/a), 
x = limr_~og'(r, 3`, rT), y = limr_.og'(r, u, la), and E(3`, e, x, o) < 
E(3`, e, y ,  o). 
If there is a ~ < 13 such that (% ~) requires attention at stage o, we say 
that 3` requires attention at stage o. 
The following fact is clear: 
(3.18) If 3` requires attention at stage o through (3.11 ), (3.12), (3.13), 
(3.14) or (3.15), then (% 0) requires attention at stage o through 
(3. I 1), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) or (3.15), correspondingly. 
Now we give the details of the construction. 
Stage O. For all (3', r/) ~ 8 ×/3, g'(0, 3,, r/), ~0'(0, 3`) and l'(0, 3`) are un- 
defined. 
Stage o > 0. Let (3`, r/) be the least (v, #) ~ 6 X/3 such that v < o and 
(v,/a) requires attention at stage o. If no such (v, ~t) exists, we do the 
following: 
lira g'(r, p, ~) ( T---~ O 
g'(o, p, ~) = / 
undefined' 
i fp < inf({5, o}), ~< k'(o, limr_,o 
l ' (T ,p ) )  and limr_.,og'(r,p , ~) is 
defined, 
otherwise, 
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[ lim ~o'(r, p) 
~'(o, p) = {"~° 
( undefned 
if P < inf({8, o}) and lim~_.~ ~o'(r, P) 
is defined, 
otherwise, 
r (o ,p )  = 
limo o) 
undefined 
if p < inf({6, o}) and lim~_, a r(r, p) 
is defined, 
otherwise. 
If such a (v, p) exists, then (3', r/) exists, and we proceed by cases. We 
say that (% r/) receives attention at stage o. If there is an 7? </3 such that 
(% r/) receives attention at stage o, we say that 3' receives attention at 
stage o. We note the following consequence of (3.18): 
(3.19) If(3', rl) receives attention at stage o through (3.11), (3.12), 
(3.13), (3.14) or (3.15), then r/= 0. 
Case 1. (3", 0) requires attention at stage o through (3.11). 
We proceed as follows: 
/l im g'(r, v,#) 
g'(o, v, la) = " { r~° 
I 
[undef ined 
if v< 3', #< k'(o, lim,_, o l'(r, v)), 
and l imr_.og'(r, v, O) is defined, 
otherwise, 
~0'(o, v) = 
undefined 
if v< 7 and lim~_.o ~o'(r, v) is 
defined, 
otherwise, 
z'(o, v) = ( / f 
undefined 
if v < 3" and v is the ~th element 
P < 8 such that ~o'(a, P) < co, 
otherwise. 
Then go to the next stage. 
The aim of the construction is to maximize the "e-state" of g(3', r/) 
for all sufficiently large (% 7?) ~ fi × /3; here "e-state" means E(x) = 
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Y~{2e-i: i ~< e < co and x ~ Wh(13). Since we are using only 5 many rows 
to approximate to h, when f '  changes values at stage o, the e-state func- 
tion changes at stage o. So we cancel our errors by leaving g'(o, v, p) 
and ~o'(o, v) undef ined for all v >i 7, and we preserve whatever values we 
have for v < 3' since they may still be correct. 
Case 2. (7, 0) requires attention at stage o through (3.1 2), but not 
(3.11). 
We def ineg' (o ,  v, #) as in Case 1 for all (v, p) ~ 5 × 3. Also, define 
~o'(o, v) as in Case 1 for all v < 3, v :~ 7. I f  3' = 0, set ~o'(o, 3') = 0. If 
3' 4= 0, define ~o'(o, 3') as follows: Let e I (o) be the least i < w such that 
h'(f '(o, 3"), o, i) 4= limv_.~h'(f'(o, v), o, i) if such an i exists. Otherwise, 
let e I (o) = 60. Let e2(o ) be the least i < co such that limv_.~ ~o'(o, v) < i 
if limv_,, r~o'(o, v) exists and is less than w. Otherwise, let e 2 (o) = w. Let 
e(o) = inf((e I (o), e2(o))) .  Let ~0'(o, 3") = e(o). Define l'(o, v) as fol lows 
fo rv< 5: 
r(o, v) = [ 
undefined 
if v ~< 7 and v is the ~th element p < 6 
such that ~o'(o, P) < co, 
otherwise. 
Then go to the next stage. 
Here, we have the right row, but  we have not yet chosen an e = e(o) 
for which to maximize the e-state of  the elements of  M associated with 
that row. We now choose such an e. h' is our approximat ion to h; row 
f (7)  gives us a better  approximat ion to the e I (o)-state than do the pre- 
ceding rows. We try to choose e so that for each i < w, (3" < 8 : 
limo_,~ ~o'(o, 3') = i) is not cofinal with 5; for this reason we define 
e 2 (o). This gives us enough room to maximize e-states for all e < co. 
Case 3. (% 0) requires attention at stage o through (3.1 3), but  not 
through (3.1 1 ) or (3.1 2). 
Proceed as in Case 2. 
In this case we have discovered that h' was a bad approximat ion to h 
for certain values at earlier stages. So we cancel the part of  the construc- 
tion dictated by the bad approximation,  and prepare to try again. We 
will use our new guess at the values of  h to at tempt to maximize the 
e(o)-state 0fg(3", 7/) for all appropriate r/'s. 
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Case 4. (3', 0) requires attention at stage a through (3.14), but not 
through (3.1 1), (3.12) or (3.13). 
We define g'(o, v, p) as in Case 1 for all (v, p) E 6 × ft. ~0'(o, v) is de- 
fined as follows: 
lim ~o'(r, v) 
7- -+0.  
~o'(o, v) = /nndef ined 
if v < 3' and lim~o'(r, v) is defined, 
otherwise. 
Define l'(o, v) as in Case 2. 
Then go to the next stage. 
In this case, since our bookkeeping function is not behaving very well, 
we are unsure how many elements of~¢ we want to associate with row 
f('),). So we set our bookkeeping straight and then go ahead with the 
construction. 
Case 5. (% 0) requires attention at stage a through (3.15), but not 
through (3.11), (3.12), (3.13)or (3.14). 
Define g'(o, u, p) as follows: 
g'(o, V, p) = 
lim g'(r, v, p) 
T....~ O. 
undefined 
if v< % p< k'(a, limr_.,,/'(r, v)), 
and limr_.og'(r , v, #) is defined, 
otherwise. 
~o'(o, v) and l'(o, v) are defined as in Case 4 for all v < 6. 
Then go to the next stage. 
At this point we have discovered that we do not have the right num- 
ber of elements associated with row f(7)- So we cancel some of them if 
there are too many or prepare to add more if there are too few. 
Case 6. (7, rD requires attention at stage o through (3.16) but not 
through (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) or (3.15). 
Define g'(a, v, p) as follows: 
lim g'(r, v, O) { T...+ O- 
g'(o, v, p) = I 
undefined 
if (v, p) < (7, r/), p < k'(o, limr~ o 
l'(r, v)), and limr_.og'(r , v,/a) is 
defined, 
otherwise. 
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~0'(a, V) and l'(o, v) are defined as in Case 4 for all v < 8. 
Then go to the next stage. 
Here we have decided on the e-state which the g(3', r/)'s should maxi- 
mize, but we do not yet have enough candidates to be the elements of 
M associated with row f(3'). So we appoint o as such a candidate• 
Case 7. (3', ~7) requires attention at stage o through (3.17) but not 
through (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14), (3•15) or (3.16). 
Let e = lim~..,, ~o'(r, 3') and x = lim~_~og'(r, % 7?). Let (p, K> be the 
least (v, p) ~ 8 X /3 such that (v, p) > (% r/) and E(3', e, x, a) < 
• t E(3', e, lim~__,og'(r, v,/a), o). Let y = llmr__,o g (r,p, tQ. Define 
g'(o, v, la) as follows: 
g'(o, v, t~) = 
lim g'(r, v, p) 
T . -~ O- 
if (v, p )< (% r/), p< k'(o, limr_, a 
l'(r, v)), and l imr~og'(r  , v, la) is 
defined, 
y if (v, p) = (3', 77), 
undefined otherwise. 
~0'(a, v) and l'(o, v) are defined as in Case 4 for all v < 8. 
Then go to the next stage. 
In this case, we have found a candidate y for g(3', 17) with greater e- 
state than x. So we make y the new candidate for g(3', r~). 
This completes the construction. Since the construction is ,,-effective, 
g', ~o' and l' are partial a-recursive functions with a-recursive domains. 
We define M by 
x ~ M. ,  (3 o >1 x)(v </3)(3" < 0)(3" < 8 ~ g'(o, 3", v) ~ x ) .  
M is clearly an a-r.e, set. 
For each 3, < 8, define 
A. t = {o: (3v ~< 3') (3' requires attention at stage o)), and 
A<~ = (o: (3 v < 3') (3" requires attention at stage o)}. 
The following assertions are easy consequences of the construction: 
(3.20) If(3", r/) requires attention at stage o, then some (v, #) < (3", 77) 
receives attention at stage o. 
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(3.21) 
(3.22) 
If o I> r and g'(o, 3', 7/) and g'(r, 3", 7) are both defined, then 
g'(o, % rl) >>- g'(r, % rl). 
I fo/> r ,g'(o,  7, r~) and g'(r, v, #) are both defined, and 
g'(a, 7, v) = g'(r,  v, la), then (3', r/) < (v, #>. 
To show that M is a 13U-maximal -r.e, set, we need to prove four 
basic lemmas: 
Lemma 3.22, which says that for each 3' < 6, A~ is a-bounded; 
Lemma 3.28, which says that M is a-unbounded; 
Lemma 3.30, which says that M has order type t3; and 
Lemma 3.33, which says that for every a-r.e, set C, either C n M or 
n M is a-bounded. 
Other lemmas will be proved along the way, both because otherwise 
things get too unwieldy and because some lemmas are needed in the 
proof of more than one of the basic lemmas. 
We argue by induction to show that A 7 is a-bounded. Assuming that 
A v is a-bounded for all v < 7, we show that A<~ is a-bounded. Once we 
know that A <'r is a-bounded, we can show that 3" requires attention by 
each of (3.11) to (3.17) only a-boundedly often. Since there are only 
finitely many cases, this implies that A~ is a-bounded. 
Lemma 3.14. Let  3" < 5 be given. Assume that for  all v < 3", A v is a- 
bounded. Then A < ~ is a-bounded. 
Proof. Suppose that 3" < ~ is such that A v is a-bounded for all v < 3'. 
Define an a-recursive function ~O' : a × 7~ a by ~O'(o, v) = sup(A v n o) 
[note that sup(0) = 0]. Each A v is a-bounded, so limo_, a ~k'(a, v) is de- 
fined. The function ff : 3'~ a defined by ~b(v) = limo_, a ~'(o, v) is then 
S 2 . 3" < ~ = s2cf(a), so 4"3' is a-bounded by definition of s2cf(a). But 
since A<.f = 13 {A~ : v < 3'), we have A<v is a-bounded, and the lemma 
is proved. 
Lemma 3.15. Let  3" < 6 and ~ < a be given such that sup(A<~) ~< ~,. 
Then: 
(3.23) I f  v < 3' and o >>- L then f ' (o ,  v) = f (k ,  v). lf, furthermore,  for  all 
o>>. ~, 3" does not require attent ion at stage .o through (3.11), then 
'o  '~  for  all o >1 X, f ( , 3") = f ( , 3'). 
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(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
I f  v < "r and o >i h, then ¢'(o, v) is defined. If, furthermore,  for  
all o >t X, 3" does not  require attent ion at stage o through (3.12), 
then for  all o >t )~, ~'(o, 3") is defined. 
I f  v < 3" and o > X, then ~o'(o, v) = ~o'(X, v) and h ' ( f ' (o ,  v), o, e) = 
l im~_,ah'(f ' (o,  v), r, e) for  all e <<. ~'0~, v). If, furthermore,  for  
all o >I X, ~/ does not require attent ion at stage o through (3.11 ), 
(3.12) or (3.13), then for  all o > )~, ~'(o, 3[) = ~o'()~, 3") and 
h ' ( f ' (o ,  3'), o, e) = limr_, o h'( f ' (o ,  3'), r, e) for  all e <<, ~'()~, 3"). 
I f  v < 3", o >t X, and ¢'(X, v) = e < 03, then l'(o, v) is defined, and 
l'(o, v) = l'(X, v). If, furthermore,  for  all o >~ )~, 3" does not re- 
quire attent ion at stage o through (3.1 1), (3.12), (3.13) or 
(3.14), then i f  ¢'O~, "r) = e < ~,  l'(o, 3") is def ined and l'(o, 3") = 
l'()~, 3") for  all o >i ~. 
I f  v < % o >1 h, and l'(h, v) = ~, then k'(o, ~) = k'(h, ~). If, fur- 
thermore , for  all o >1 )~, 3" does not  require attent ion at stage o 
through (3.1 1), (3,12), (3.13), (3.14) or (3.15) and l'()~, 3") = ~, 
then k'(o, ~) = k'O~, ~) for  all a >1 X. 
I f  v< 3", o>1 X, and l'(X, v) = ~, then g'(o, v, la) is def ined for  all 
p< k'(k, ~). I f (v ,  la) E 5 × [Jand g'(k, v, la) is undefined, then 
g'(o, v, #) is undef ined for  all o >1 k If, furthermore,  for  all 
o >i )~ 3" does not require attent ion at stage o through (3.1 1 ), 
(3.12), (3.13), (3.14), (3.15) or (3.16) and l'(X, 3") = ~, then 
g'(o, % ~1) is def ined for  all ~ < k'(k, ~); and i f  g'(X, % 71) is un- 
defined, then g'(o, 7, r~) is undef ined for  all o >i ~. 
I f  v < % o > ~, (v, p~ < (p, r~) E 6 × ~, ~o'(X, v) is defined, 
~o'()~, v) = e < w, g'(;k, v, ta) is defined, and limr_.ag'(r, p, 77) is 
defined, then E(v, e,g'()~, v,/~), o) >i E(v, e, lim~__.o g'(r, p, r/), a). 
Proof. Let 7 < 6 and ;k < ~ be given such that sup(A<~)<~ k. Fix v ~< 3'. 
If a is the least # >t ~ such that f'(/a, v) 4= f'(X, v), then f ' (o ,  v) -¢ 
l imr_.af ' (r ,  v) = f'()~, v). Hence v requires attention at stage o through 
(3.1 1). So if the hypothesis of (3.23) is satisfied for v, then f '(o, v) = 
f'(),, v) for all o/> ;k. 
If o is the least/a >i k such that ~o'(ta, v) is undefined, then 
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lim~--,o+ 1 ~o'(r, v) is undefined. Hence v requires attention at stage o + 1 
through (3.12). So if the hypothesis of (3.24) is satisfied for v, ~o'(a, v) 
is defined for all o/> ?,. 
Suppose the hypothesis of (3.25) is satisfied for v. By (3.24), ~o'(o, v) 
is defined for all o i> ~. Let a be the least/a ~> ?~ such that ~o'(t~, v) 4: 
~o'(k, v). Then lim~._,, ~o'(r, v) = ~o'(~, v). But since v does not require 
attention at stage a through (3.11 ), (3.12) or (3.13), by the construc- 
tion, we have ~o'(o, v) -- l im~o ~o'(r, v) = ~o'(~, v). This is a contradiction, 
so we must have ~o'(o, v) = ~o'(?~, v) for all a ~> ~. Thus ~o'(~, v) = lim~__,o 
~o'(r, v) for all a > ?,. So if o is the least # > ~ such that h'(f'(ta, v),/a, e) 
l im~uh' ( f ' ( la ,  v), r, e) for some e ~< ~o'(;L v), then v requires atten- 
tion at stage a through (3.13), contradicting the hypothesis of (3.25). 
Thus h'(f ' (o,  v), a, e) = lim~_~ o h'(f ' (o,  v), r, e) for all o > k and all 
e ~< ~0'0L p). 
Assume the hypothesis of (3.26) for v. Set e = ~o'(~, v) < co. l'(X, v) 
is defined by the construction since ~o'(X, v) < co. By (3.24) and (3.25), 
~o'(o, v) = ~o'(;~, v) for all a 1> )t, so lim~_,o ~o'(r, v) = ~o'(X, v) = e < co for 
all o > X. Let a be the least/~ > )t such that l'(/~, v) :~ l'(~., v). Then 
l'(o, v) 4: lim,_, o l'(r, v) = l'(X, v). Since v does not require attention at 
stage o through (3.11), (3.12) or (3.13) and limr__,o ~o'(r, v) < co, v re- 
quires attention at stage o through (3.14). This contradicts the hypo- 
thesis of (3.26). Hence l'(o, v) = l'(~, v) for all a ~> X. 
Assume the hypothesis of (3.27) for v. Set e = ~o'(~, v) < ca and 
= l'(~, v). By (3.24), (3.25) and (3.26), for all a > ?~, limr._, o ~0'(r, v) =e 
and lim~_~o l'(r, v) = ~. Let a be the least/~ > ?~ such that k'(#, ~) 4: 
k'(~, ~). Then k'(a, ~) 4: l im~ o k'(r, ~) = k'(h, ~), so v requires attention 
at stage a through (3.15), contradicting the hypothesis of (3.27). Hence 
k' (a, ~) = k'(h, ~) for all o/> X. 
Assume the hypothesis of (3.28) for v. Then by (3.24), (3.25), (3.26) 
and (3.27), lim~_.o ~0'(r, v) = ~o'(o, v) = ~0'(~, v) = e < ca, lim~_,o l'(r, v) = 
l'(o, v) = l'(~,, v) = ~, and limr_, o k'(r, ~) = k'(o, ~) = k'(X, ~) for all o > ?~. 
If ta < k'(X, ~), let o be the least O > X such that g'(p, v, #) is undefined. 
Then v requires attention at stage o through (3.16), contradicting the 
hypothesis of (3.28). Thusg'(o, v,/s) is defined for all o 1> ~ and all 
/~ < k'(X, ~). Ifg'(X, v, #) is undefined, let a be the least p > ~, such that 
g'(o, v, la) is defined. Then the construction proceeds through Case 6 at 
stage o, which implies that v requires attention at stage a through (3.16). 
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This is a contradict ion to the hypothesis  of  (3.28), so g'(o, v, #) is unde- 
fined for all o >t ;k i fg'Q,, v,/a) is undefined. 
Assume now that v < 3'. Suppose that ~0'(;k, v) = e < co, o > ;k, 
(v,/a) < (19, ~) ~ 6 × 13, g'(X, v,/s) is defined, limr_~og'(r, 19, rl) is defined, 
and E(v, e,g'(;k, v, la), o) < E(v, e, l imr.og'(r,  19, rl), o). By (3.25), 
(3.26) and (3.27) 
lim " = ~o(r, v) = ~o'(o, v) ~o'(X, v) = e < co, 
T--~ O 
lim l'(r, v) = l'(o, v) = l'(X, v) = ~, 
T--~ O 
lim k'(r, ~) = k'(o, ~) = k'(X, ~). 
T-.~ O 
By the construction, since g'(X, v, ta) is defined, then ta < k'(X, ~). Be- 
cause no qJ ~< v receives attent ion at any stage ~ such that X < ~ < o 
since X ) sup(A<, r)/> sup(Av), by the construct ion limT_~og'(r, v, #) = 
g'(o, v, g) = g'(X, v, ta). Wi thx  = limT_,og'(r, v, t~) andy  = 
l im,_,og'(o, 0, 77), we see that v requires attention at stage o through 
(3.17). This contradicts up(Av) <~ X, so E(v, e, g'(X, v, ta, o) >>- 
E(v, e, limr_.og'(r, O, rl), o). 
If v < % then v does not require attention at stage o for all o ~> ;k. 
Thus the conclusions of  (3 .23) - (3 .29)  hold for all v < 3' and for v = 3' 
if the appropriate condit ions are satisfied. So the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.15 is a listing of  the trivial consequences of  an initial seg- 
ment of  ordinals no longer requiring attention. The main result is that 
if sup(A <-r ) ~ ;~, then certain initial segments of  the functions involved 
have settled down by stage ;k. 
Lemma 3.16. For each 3" < 8, there is a stage X < ~ such that for all o, 
i fX <~ o < a, then 3" does not require attention at stage o through (3.11). 
Proof. Since f '  generates an S 2 function, there is a stage X < a such that 
f '(o, 3") = f'(X, 3') for all o >1 ;~. Hence if o > X, then l imr_.of ' (r ,  3') = 
f'(X, 7) = f '(o, 3"). So 3' does not require attention at stage o through 
(3.11) for o > X. 
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I .emma 3.17. I f  3" < co, then ~o'(o, 3") < co for all o such that ~o'(o, "y) is 
defined. 
Proof. We show by induction on (3': 3' < w} and {o: o < a} that if 
~o'(o, 3') is defined, then ~0'(a, 3') ~< 3'. 
By induction, we may assume that ~o'(X, v) ~< v whenever ~'(X, v) is 
defined for all X ~< o and v < 3' and for all X < o and v = 3'. ~'(o, 3') can 
be defined in one of three ways, depending on which case we are in at 
stage o. If ~'(o, 3') = limr_~ a ¢'(r, 3'), then there is a X < o such that 
~o'(o, 3') = ~'(X, 3'), so ~'(a, 3') = ~o'(X, 7) ~< 3' by induction. If ~o'(o, 3') = 0 
for 3, = 0, then ¢'(o, 3') = 7- If ~'(o, 3') = e(o) where 3' > 0 and e(a) is 
defined as in Case 2 of  the construction, then 3' receives attent ion at 
stage o. Thus 3' - 1 does not require attent ion at stage o, so limr._, o 
~o'(r, 3"-  1) is defined, and so'(o, 3, - 1) = limr_~°so'(r, 7 - 1) by the con- 
struction, e(o) ~< e2(o), and e2(o ) = limv_+~ o'(o, v) + 1 = ~0'(0, 7 - 1) + 1 
since ~0'(0, 3' - 1 ) is defined. ~0'(0, 3' - 1) ~< 3' - 1 by induction, so 
e 2 (o) ~< 3". Hence ~0'(0, 7) = e(o) ~< e 2 (o) ~< 3', and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.18. Let 3" < ~ be given, and assume that sup(A <~ ) < a. Then 
there is a stage X < a such that for all a >i X, 3" does not require atten- 
tion at stage o through (3.12) or (3.13). 
Proof. Let X o < a be such that sup(A<~) ~< X o and for all o ~ X0, 7 
does not require attent ion at stage o through (3.11). X0 exists by Lem- 
ma 3.16. I f  3' = 0, then by induction ~o'(o, 0) = 0 for all o t> )to" Hence 
limr_~ o ~o'(r, 0) is defined and equal to 0 for all o > X0, so 0 does not 
require attent ion at stage o through (3.12) for o > X0- Let X' be the 
least/a such that ?to <~ # < a and for all o/>/.t, h'(f ' (X0, 0), o, 0) = 
h'(f '(X o, 0),/a, 0). Such a # exists since h' is S 3 . Then limr_~a 
h'( f ' (X 0, 0), r, 0) = h'(f '(X0, 0),/a, 0) = h'(f '(X0, 0), o, 0) for all o > X'. 
Hence 0 does not require attent ion at stage a through (3.12) or (3.13) 
fo ro> ~'. 
Assume 3' :/: 0. Let e 2 be the least i < w such that limv__, 7 ¢'(X 0 , u) < i 
if such an i exists, and e 2 = 6o otherwise. By (3.25), (3.20) and the de- 
finition of  X0, if o > X0 and 3' requires attent ion at stage o through 
(3.12) or (3.13), then 3' receives attent ion at stage o, the construction 
proceeds through Case 2 or Case 3, and e2(o ) = e 2 . Let e 1 be the least 
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i < co such that limo_~,~h'(f'(?`o, 7), o, i) :~ l imv_~h'(f ' (?`0, u), ?`0, i) if 
such an i exists, and let e 1 = co otherwise. Let e = inf({el,  e2} ). 
Assume first that e < w. Let ?`1 be the least # such that ?`0 </~ < a 
and for all a/> # and i ~< e, h'(f'(/.t, 3`), o, i) = lim,_;a h'(f'(I.t, 7), r, i). 
Since e < co, the definit ion o fh '  implies that ?'1 exists. Suppose o > ?`1 
and 3` requires attent ion at stage o through (3.12) or (3.13). If e 1 < e2, 
by (3.23), (3.24), (3.25) and the definit ion of  e l ,  e 2 and ?`1, then we 
have e I (o) = e l ,  so e(a) -- e. I fe  2 ~< e l ,  for the same reasons we obtain 
e 1 (a)/> e 2 . Then e(o) = e 2 = e since e = inf({el,  e2} ) and e 2 ~< e I . 
Hence in either case e(o) = e. 
If there is no o ~ A v such that o > ?`1 and 7 requires attent ion at 
stage o through (3.12) or (3.13), choose ?` = ?`1 to prove the lemma. 
Otherwise, choose ?` to be the least stage o ~ A. t such that o > ?`1 and 
3  `requires attention at stage o through (3.12) or (3.13). Then for all 
a > ?`, ~o'(o, 3`) is defined by either ~o'(a, 3') = limr--,, ~o'(r, 3') or 
~o'(o, 3') = e(o) = e. In either case, ~0'(o, 3`) = e for all o >/?`, so for all 
o > ?`, lim,__,o ~o'(r, 3`) is defined. Hence if a > 7,, 3` cannot require atten- 
t ion at stage a through (3.12). Since tp'(o, 7) = e = limr_.a ~o'(r, 3') for all 
o > ?`, by choice of  ?` > ?`1,3' cannot require attent ion at stage o through 
(3.13) for any a > ?`. Thus the lemma is proved if e < w. 
Next assume that e = w. We define an o~-recursive function q / :  a X w 
a as follows: if o ~< )t o and i < w, then 4'(o,  i) = 0; and if o > ?t o and 
i < w, ~b'(o, i) = sup((/a:/a < o and h'(f'(X0, 3'),/a, i) :/: h'(f'(?`0, 3'), a, i)D. 
By the definit ion of h',  limo_.~ h'(.f'(?`0, 3"), a, i) exists for each 
i < w, so limo..~ 4'(0,  i) exists for each i < w. Define ~k : co ~ a by 
qJ(i) = limo_.~ ~b'(o, i). ~k is an S 2 function. If 3' < w, then e 2 = lim~__,~ 
~'(?`0, u) + 1 = ~o'(?` 0, 3' - 1) + 1 which is defined by (3.24), and 
~o'(?` 0, 3 ' -  1 )< w by Lemma 3.17. Hence e 2 < w, so e< w, yielding 
a contradiction. Therefore, 3' i> co and since s2cf(a) = 6 > % s2cffa) > 
w. Hence ~O"w cannot be cofinal with a. Let ?`1 = sup(~b"w u {)to} ). 
Then ?`l < a, and for all a > ?`1 and all i < w, h'(f'(?` o, 7), o, i) = 
h'(f'(?`o, 3"), ?`1, i). Now if o > ?`1 and 3' requires attent ion at stage o 
through (3.1.2) or (3.13), since ?`1 ~> ?to, 3' will receive attent ion at stage 
a, and e(o) = e = w = so'(o, 7). The proof  is now completed exactly as 
in the preceding paragraph. 
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Lemma 3.19. Let  3" < ~ be given, and assume that sup(A<.~) < ",. Then 
there is a stage X < a such that for  all o > X, 3" does not require atten- 
tion at stage o through (3.14). 
Proof. Let X < a be such that sup(A<v) ~< X and for all o ~ X, 3' does 
not require attention at stage o through (3.11 ), (3.12) or (3.13). X ex- 
ists by Lemmas 3.16 and 3.18. By (3.25) for all o > X and v ~< 3', 
~o'(o, 9) is defined and ~o'(o, 9) = ~o'(X, 9). Thus if l'(X, 3') is defined, 
then l '(a, 3") = l'(X, 3"), and if I'(X, 3') is undefined, then l '(o, 3") is unde- 
fined for o > X. So if limr_+ a ~o'(r, 3') < w for o > X, then ~o'(X, 3') < w, 
l'(X, 3') is defined, and limr_+ a l '(r, 3") = l'(X, 3") is defined. Thus 3' does 
not require attention at stage o through (3.14) for o > X. 
Lemma 3.20. Let 3" < ~ be given. Then there is a stage X < ", such that 
for  all o > X, 3" does not  require attention at stage o through (3.15). 
Proof. Suppose 3' requires attention at stage o through (3.15). Then 
there is a ~ < 6 such that lim~__,o l'(r, 3') = ~. In fact, by virtue of the 
construction, ~~< 3". Thus if 3' requires attention at stage o through 
(3.15), then there is a ~ ~< 3' such that limr_., a k'(r,  ~) q: k'(o, ~). Since 
k is tame S 2 , there is a stage X such that k'(X, ~) -- k'(o, ~) = lim~..,o 
k'(r, ~) for all o > k and all ~ ~< 3". Hence for o > X, 3' cannot require atten- 
tion at stage o through (3.15). This completes the proof of the lemrna. 
Lemma 3.21 has perhaps the most complicated proof of any lemma 
used in proving the theorem. The actual proof given takes a somewhat 
different form than the following explanation. If there are ~ elements 
of M associated with the row f(3,), we want to show that all ~ of these 
elements ettle down by some common ,,-finite stage X, i.e., g'(o, ~') = 
g'(X, ~') for all o > X and ~' < ~. We may divide the ~ elements of M 
into 2 e (possibly empty) subsets according to their final e-states where 
e = ~(3'). Then we show that each of these sets settles down by a com- 
mon stage. Since there are only finitely many e-states, we then have the 
desired result. 
Lemma 3.21. Let  3" < 6 be given, and assume that sup(A<~ ) < ,~. Then 
there is a stage X < ", such that for  all o > X, 3" does not  require atten- 
tion through (3.16) or (3.17). 
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Proof. Let ;k < a be such that sup(A<~) ~< X and for all a 1> ;k, 3' does 
not  require attent ion at stage o through (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) 
or (3.15). X exists by Lemmas 3.16, 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20. By (3.20) and 
the choice of  X, if o >/X and 3" requires attent ion at stage a, then 3' re- 
ceives attent ion at stage a, and the construct ion proceeds through Case 
6 or Case 7 at stage o. By (3.24) and (3.25), for all o/> X, ~o'(a, 3') is de- 
f ined, and ~o'(a, 3') = ~o'(~, 7) = limr-~, ~o'(r, 3') for o > ~. If ~'(o, 3') = w, 
then 3' does not  require attent ion at stage o through (3.16) or (3.17) for 
any stage o > X, and the lemma is proved. 
Assume that ¢'(k,  3') = e < co. Then by (3.23) and (3.25), f ' (o, 3") = 
f '(X, 3') and h'(f '(~, 3"), o, i) = h'(f'(X, 7), k, i) = l imr_.oh'(f'(X, 3'), r, i) 
for all i ~< e and a > ~. By (3.26) for all o >1 ;~, l'(o, 3") is def ined, and 
for all a > ~,, l'(a, 3') = l'(X, 7) = limr-.a l '(r, 3'). Let ~ = l'(~,, 3'). Then by 
(3.27), k'(a, ~) = k'(~,, ~) = limr_~ o k'(r,  ~) = k(~) for all o > ~,. 
We show by induct ion that for r /< t5, there is a stage ~'n ~> X such that 
(% 7?') does not  require attent ion at stage o for any o > kn and r/'~< r/. 
Fix 77 </3. As an induct ion hypothesis,  assume that given 7?' < rl, 
there is a stage kn' such that (% rf ')  does not  require attent ion at stage 
o for o > ~,  ~nd r/" ~< r/'. Let r/0 = inf((r/, k(~)~). 
Let 77' < r/0 . For  o > ?'n', l im,_..og'(r, % rf)  is def ined since (% r/') 
does not  require attent ion at stage o through (3.1 6) and 7?' < k(~). 
Thusg ' (a ,  3', 77') = limr_.o+z g'(r,  % 77') is def ined for all o > Xn,, and 
g'(o, % r/') = g'(~,, % r/'), since otherwise (7, r/') receives attent ion at 
some stage r < a such that kn' < r ~< o. By (3.10), (E(3', e, g ' (kn"  % 
r/'), o): o >i kn,) is finite, and by (3.9), E(3', e, g'(Xn,, % r/'), o I ) ~< 
E(3", e,g'(kn,, % r/'), o 2 ) for ~',7' ~< ° l  ~< 02 < or. Thus there is a stage 
On' ~ ~'n' such that E(7, e, g'(kn',  3', r/'), On,) = E(~,, e, g'(~'n" 3', r/'), a) 
for all a ~ On,. For  r/' < r/" < r/0, E(7, e,g'(kn,, 7, r/'), On,) >>- 
E(3", e, g'(kn" ' % r/")' On" )' since otherwise (7, r/') requires attent ion at 
stage a through (3.17) for some a > On' ;~ ~'n', contradict ing the choice 
of  kn" Thus there is an r/1 < 770 such that  E(% e,g'(Xnl, % r/l), #hi) = 
E(% e, g'(kn,, 3', r/'),~'On') for all r/~ ~< r/' < r/0, or we would have an 
infinite descending sequence of  ordinals. 
Let p be such that 0 < p < a and r/1 + P = r/0" P exists since '71 < r/0- 
We define an a-recursive funct ion t : O ~ a as follows: 
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t(O) = #n~ ,
t(~) = the least o such that o I> sup(t"~),g'(o, 7, */1 ÷ ~) is 
defined, and E(7, e, g'(o, 7, 171 + ~), o) = 
E(7, e ,g ' (~ l  , 7, */1), #nl )- 
sup(t"~) < a since t t~ is a-recursive, ~< ~, and a is admissible• Since 
g'(o, 7, */1 + ~) is defined for all o i> ;k,71+ ~and E(7, e,g'(o,  7, */1 +~), o) 
= E(7, e, g'(),,71,7, */1 ), I%1 ) for all o >t/%1+~, t(~) exists and t(~) < a. 
Hence t is total on 0. 
We show by induction on ~ < p that <7, */1 + ~> does not require at- 
tention at stage o for any o > t(~). If ~ = 0, then t(0) =/a,q, so <7, */1 ) 
does not require attention at stage o for all o > t(0) by definition of 
g%1" Fix 0 < ~ < p. By induction, <7, */1 + ~'> does not require attention 
at stage o for o > t(~'). Thus <7, 7/1 + ~'> does not require attention at 
stage o for o/> sup(t"~) and ~' < ~. g'(t(~), 7, 771 + ~) is defined, and 
t(~) >t sup(t"~). Hence by the construction, g'(o, 7, */1 + ~) is defined 
for all o > t (O  since t(0) = #71 ~> ?~" Let o be the least stage/a > t(O 
such that g'(#, 7, 1"/1 + ~) ~ g'(t(~), 7, */1 + ~). Then lim~_~og'(r, 7 */1+ ~) 
= g'(t(~), 7, */1 + ~) =/= g'(o, 7, */1 + ~). Then the construction proceeds 
through Case 7 at stage o, and 
But 
E(7, e, lim g'(r, 7, */l + ~), o) < E(7, e, g'(o, 7, */1 + ~), o) .  
7-..-+0 
E(7, e, lim g'(r, 7, */t + ~), o) = E(7, e, g'(t(~), 7, */1 + ~), o) 
I . - ,0  
= E(7, e, g'(Xnl, 7, */1 ), btnl ) 
= E.(7, e, g'(?~nl+ ~ , ~, */1 + ~), #nl+~) 
= E(7, e, g'(o, 7, 771 + ~), o) 
by choice of/a~l+ ~and since o > ;k. This is a contradiction. So 
g'(o, ~,  */1 + ~) = g ' ( t (~) ,  9', */1 + ~) = l im g'(T, 7, */1 + ~) 
T- -~ 0. 
for all o > t(~), and <7, */1 + ~) does not require attention at stage o 
through (3.16) for o > t(~). Thus 
E(T, e, g'(o,  7, */1 + ~), o) = E(7, e, lim g'(r ,  T, 1"/1 + ~), o) , 
,/-.-4. 0 • 
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so (7, *11 + [) does not receive attention at stage o through (3.17) for 
o > t([). Hence (7,171 + ~) does not receive attention at stage o for 
o > t(~). 
Since t is a-recursive and p < a, t"p is a-bounded. Let k<n be such 
that sup(t"p) ~< k<n < a. Then by the above, (7, 171 + ~) does not re- 
ceive attention at stage o for o >f sup(t"p)  and P < a. Suppose 17' < 171, 
and o > k<n. Then since k<n >i knl , by choice of ;~nl, (7, 17') does not 
require attention at stage o for o > X<n. Suppose 17' is such that 170 <~ 
17' < 17. Then 17' >i k(~), so (7, 17') does not require attention at stage o 
through (3.16) or (3.17) for all o > ~<n since o > ?~<n > k. Thus we 
have the following result: (7, r/') does not require attention at stage o 
for o > k<n and 17' < 17. 
If r/i> k(~), then (7, 17) does not require attention at stage o for 
o > k, and we let k n = k<n. Suppose 17 < k(~). Let B n = (o: o > k<n 
and (7, 17) requires attention at stage o).  I fB  n is finite, then the desired 
result follows immediately. So assume that B n is infinite. Let {ri: i < w) 
be the first 60 elements ofB  n . Since r i > X<n' g'(7"i, T, 17) is defined for 
all i < 6o, and if r i < o < 7"i+1, g'(o, 7, 17) = l imr-.ag'(r, 7, 17). Hence if 
0 < i < 60, (7, ~7) does not require attention at stage ri through (3.16), 
so (7, 17) requires attention at stage r i through (3.17). By Case 7 of the 
construction, E(7, e, g'(ri, 7, 17), ri+l ) < E(7, e, g'(r i+l, 7, r/), ri+ 1 ). 
By (3.9), 
E(7, e, g'( 'r i+l,  7, 17), "ri+l ) < E(7, e, g'(Ti+l,  7, 17), 1"i+ 2) • 
Thus {E(7, e, g'(ri, 7, 7/), 1"i+ 1): i ( 60} is infinite, contradicting (3.1 0). 
Thus B n is finite, so there is k n I> k<n such that (7, 17) does not require 
attention at stage o for all o > k n . k,7 I> k<n, so (7, */') does not require 
attention at stage o for all o > h,  and 17' ~ 17. This completes the induc- 
tion. 
We claim that 7 does not require attention at stage o through (3.1 6) 
or (3.1 7) for o > kk(~). Suppose not. Then there is 17 < ~ and o > kk(~) 
such that (7, 17) requires attention at stage o. If 17 i> k(~), then (7, 17) 
does not require attention at stage o for o > k, and kk(~) I> k. Hence 
r /< k(~). But (7, ~7) does not require attention at stage o for o > kk(~) 
and 77 ~< k(~). This is a contradiction. Hence the claim is true, and the 
lemma is proved. 
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Lemma 3.22. For each 3' < 5, A~ is a-bounded. 
Proof. The proof  follows immediately by induct ion using Lemmas 3.14, 
3.16, 3.18, 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21. 
We define the partial function g • 6 ×/3 ~ a by g(% rl) = lim o_~a 
g'(o, ?, ~1). Similarly, we define ¢: 5 ~ 60 + 1 by ~0(3') = limo~a~o'(o,3") and 
l" 5 ~ ~ by l(3') = limoL,~ l'(o, 7). 
In the next major port ion of  the proof, we show that M is a-un- 
bounded. We do this by showing that the range o fg  is unbounded in a 
and that ,~ is exactly the range ofg.  On the way to proving these facts, 
we verify some useful information about g. 
Lemma 3.23. l f  g(?, rl) is undefined, then there is a X < a such that for 
all o >I X, g'(o, % rl) is undefined. Furthermore, ~ is total, and dom(l) = 
{3': < ¢o). 
Proof. Let 3, < 5 be given. By Lemma 3.22, there is a X < a such that 
sup(A~) < ~,. Fix such a ?~. 
Suppose g(% 7/) is undefined. Assume g'(?,, % r~) is defined. Then 
g'(o, 7, 7) = g'(X, % 71) for all o > X, or some v < 3' receives attention at 
some stage r such that o ~ r > 7,, contradicting the choice of  ?~ i> sup(A.~). 
Thus limo_.ag'(o, 3", 7) = g'(?~, % 72) is defined, sog(% r~) is defined. This 
is a contradiction, so g'(?~, 3', r/) is undefined. Since A<~+I = A~, we 
may use (3.28) to see that g'(?~, % r/) is undefined for all o > ?,. This 
finishes the first part of  the lemma. 
By (3.24), ~o'(?,, 3") is defined, and by (3.25), ¢'(o, 3') --- ~o'(?~, 3') for all 
o > ?~. Hence limo_, a ~o'(o, 3') = ¢'(X, 3'), and ~0(3') is defined. 
Suppose ¢'(X, 3') < w. Then by (3.26), l'(o, 3") is defined and l'(o, 7) = 
l'(?~, 3') for all o > ?~. Hence limo_~a l'(o, 3') -- l'(X, 3') = l(3') is defined. 
Suppose ¢'(7,, 3") = 60. Then l'(o, "t) is not defined for all o i> 7, by the 
construction. Hence l(3") is undefined. ¢(3") = co iff ~'(?~, 3") = 60, so the 
assertion of  the lemma is true. 
Lemma 3.24. If3" < 5, then there exists <~, t~> ~ 5 × {3such that v ~ 3' 
and g(v, #) is defined. 
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Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false. Then there is a ~, < 8 such that 
g(v, ia) is undefined for all (v,/a) ~ ~ X /3 such that v >i "r. Fix such a % 
Fix v such that 3' ~< v < ~i. By Lemma 3.23, ~o(v) is defined. We show 
that ~o(v) = co. For suppose not. Then ~o(v) = e < co. Let X < a be such 
that sup(Av) ~< X. X exists by Lemma 3.22. By Lemma 3.23, there is a 
stage X 1 > X such that ~o'(a, v) = ~0(v) and l'(o, v) = l(v) = ~ for all 
o > X 1 . By (3.27), k'(o, ~) = k(~). k(~) > 0. Since g(v, O) is undefined, 
there is a stage X 2 > X 1 such that g'(X 2 , v, 0) is undefined. Then (v, 0) 
requires attention at stage X 2 + 1 through (3.16), contradicting the fact 
that sup(A v) ~ X < X z + 1. Thus ~o(v) = co, and so ~o'(o, v) = co for all 
sufficiently large o. 
We next show that for all i < co, h(i) = limo_,~ h'(f('~), o, i). Suppose 
not. Let i be the least ] < co such that h(]) ~ limo_,~ h'(f("l), o, ]). Since 
the range o f f  is cofinal with o~, 
h(i) = lim lim h'(r, o, i) = lim lim h'(f(v), o, i). 
Thus there is a v such that 3' < v < 5 and 
lim h'(f(v), o, i) 4: lim h'(f(7), o, i ) .  
Ot'~'Ot ¢7"1' ~ 
Fix the least such v. Let ~0 be the least ~ < a such that sup(A<v) < 
and such that if v requires attention at stage o through (3.11), then 
o < ~. ~0 exists by Lemmas 3.22, 3.14 and 3.16. Also, (o < ~0: ~o'(o, v) 
is undefined) is cofinal with ~0 since ~o'(o, v) is undefined i fp  < v re- 
ceives attention at stage o and if v receives attention through (3.11). 
Thus lima_. ~ ~o'(o, v) is undefined. By choice of v and ~o, and by (3.23) 
and (3.25), if o >i ~0 andj  ~< i, then 
lim h'(f'(o,/a), o, j) = lim h'(f(u), o, j) 
/a-'*V D--*P 
= lim lim h'(f(tz), r, j) = h'(f('y), ~o, ]) 
= lim h'(f(3'), o, j ) .  
o..-J. ~ 
Let ~1 be the least ~ < a such that h'(f(v), ~, j) = lima_, a h'(f(v), o,j) 
for al l j  < i. Since i < w, ~1 must exist by the definition ofh'. Let 
= max({~o, ~1 ))" If ~ = ~o, then since limr_. ~ ~o'(r, v) is undefined, v
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requires attention at stage ~ through (3.12); and if ~ = ~1, since 
h'(f ' (~, v), ~,/") 4: l imr~h ' ( f ' (~ ,  v), r,/") for some/" ~< i by choice of  ~1, 
either v requires attention at stage ~ through (3.12), v requires attention 
at stage ~ through (3.13), or lim~__,~ ¢'(r,  v) is defined and l im~ ~o'(r, v) 
</" ~< i. I f  v requires attention at stage ~ through (3.12) or (3.13), 
then ~0'(~, v) is defined by Case 2 or Case 3 of  the construction. Since 
foro~> ~, 
lim h'( f ' (o ,  #), o, i) = lim h'(f(3"), r, i) 
~ .-o,, i) 7----~ ~ 
lim h'(f(v),  r, i) = h ' ( f ' (o ,  v), o, i) , 
,i.--.~ ot 
we have i t> e 1 (~)/> e(~) = ~o'(~, v). If v does not require attention at 
stage ~ through (3.12) or (3.13), then ~o'(~, v) = lim~__,~ o'(r, v) < ] ~< i. 
Since h'( f ' (o ,  v), o , / )  = l imr_.oh'( f ' (o,  v), r , j )  for all/" ~< i and o > ~, 
and since ~o'(~, v) ~< i in all cases, by induction on {o: ~ < o < a}, we 
see that ~o'(o, v) = limr.., o ~o'(r, v) = ~o'(~, v) < co for all o such that 
< o < a. Hence ~o(v) = ~o'(~, v) < co, contradicting the fact that 
~o(p) = co for all p such that 3' ~< P < a. Thus for all i < co, h(i) = lim,_.~ 
h'(f(7), r, i). 
Let ?t 1 be such that sup(A, r) ~< X 1 < a. X 1 exists by Lemma 3.22. By 
(3.25) and since ~3' )  = w and h(i) = limr_~ah'(f(3"), r, i) for all i < w, 
h'(f(3,), X 1 , i) = h(i) for all i < co. Hence h is an a-recursive function. 
Since a is admissible and h"a~ = a, we must have a = co. Thus 6 = s2cf(a) 
= co, and 3' < co since 3' < 6. By Lemma 3.17, ~o'(o, 3') < co for all o 
such that ~o'(o, 3') is defined. But since ~o(3") is defined and ¢(3') = limo._,~ 
~o'(o, 3'), ~3' )  < w. This contradicts ~o(3') = co. So 3' cannot exist, and the 
lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.25. U {A-r : 3" < 6} is cofinal with a. 
Proof. Let ~ < a be given. If no 3, < 6 requires attention at a stage o I> 
through (3.11 ), then f (7)  = f ' (~, 3') for all 7 < 6, hence f is an a-recursive 
function. Since a is admissible and f is a cofinality function, we must 
have 6 = a. Thus there is a 3' < 6 such that ~ < 3'. 
At most one v < 6 receives attention at any given stage o, and the 
least v which requires attention at a receives attention at stage o. Also 
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~o'(o, v) cannot be defined if v has not received attention for any stage 
~< o, for ~'(0, v) is undefined, and if 0 < X ~< o, then lim,_, x ~'(r, v) 
is undefined by induction, so ¢'(;k, v) is undefined. Since v < 8 requires 
attention at stage ~ through (3.12) if lim~_, x ¢'(r, v) is undefined, 3' 
cannot receive attention before stage 3'. Hence 3' requires attention at 
stage 3" through (3.12). Thus 3" ~ U (A u :/a < 6) and ~ < 3' < a, proving 
the lemma. 
Lemma 3.26. The range o f  g is cofinal with a. 
Proof. Let ~ < a be given. By Lemma 3.25, there are 3' < ~i and ~ < a 
such that ~ < X and 3' requires attention at stage ~. Then by (3.20), 
there is a/~ ~< 3' such that/~ receives attention at stage X. By Lemma 
3.24, there is (v, r/) ~ ~ × /3 suchthat/a < u and g(v, 12) is defined. Since 
/a < v and/a receives attention at stage ~, g'(k, v, rl) is not defined. Let 
X 1 be the first o > ~ such that g'(o, v, 77) is defined. Such a o exists be- 
cause g(v, 77) = limo_~ g'(a , v, ~7) is defined. Then limr_~Xl g'(r, v, r~) is 
not defined, so g' (k l ,  v, 7) must be defined by g'(;~l, v, r/) = ~1" By 
(3.21), if r>  ~1 and g'(r, v, 77) is defined, then g'(X1, v, 7) ~< g'(r, V, r/). 
Hence g(v, 7/) = limo_.ag'(a , v, r~) i> g'(X1, v, r/) = ;k 1 > ~ > ~. Thus the 
lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.27. x ~ M i f f  x is in the range o f  g. 
m 
Proof. Assume first that x ~ M. Then for all o I> x, x is in the range of 
~9/~1g'(o, 3", 77). Let C = ((3", 71): (3a >1 x)(g'(o, 3', r~) = x)}. By (3.22), if 
- -  t (% ~2), (v,/a) ~ C, (% r/) ¢ (v,/~), x ~< o < r, and g'(o, % r~) = x - g (r, v, la), 
then (% r/) < ( v, g). Hence C must be finite, or we could construct 
an infinite descending sequence of ordinals. Let (% ~) be the least ele- 
ment of C, and let o t> x be such that g'(o, % rl) = x. Then for all r >/ o, 
g ' ( ' r ,  3 ' ,  1"/) - ' = g(o ,  3" , r l ) ,sox l imr_.og'(r, 3" ,~)=g(3" , r l ) ,andx is in the  
range of g. 
Conversely, suppose that x E M. Then there is a o >i x such that for 
all v </3 and 3" < o, if 3" < 5, then g'(o, 7, v) ~ x. In the proof of Lemma 
3.25 we saw that 3' cannot receive attention before stage 3"; hence 
g'(o, % v) is not defined for o ~< 3'. Thus, in fact, x is not in the range of  
k3"r~g'(o, % ~1). We show that for all r I> o, x is not in the range of 
k3"rlg'(r, % 77). Hence x cannot be in the range ofg.  
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Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that x is in the range of  
X3'*7g'(r, 3", *7) for some r > o. Let r 0 be the least such r. Let <3', *7) be 
such that g ' ( r  0 , % *7) = x. For all r such that o ~< r < r 0 , x is not in the 
range of X3"*Tg'(r, % *7). Hence limr_,ro g'(~, 3', *7) is undefined, so 
g'(ro,  % *7) must  be defined by Case 6 of  the construction as g'(r0, % *7) = 
r 0. But r 0 > o I> x. This is a contradict ion to g ' ( r  0, 3', *7) = x. Thus the 
lemma is proved. 
m 
Lemma 3.28. M is a-unbounded. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.27, ~t is the range of  g; by Lernma 3.26, the range 
o fg  is a-unbounded.  Hence M is a-unbounded.  
The next two lemmas will give us the result that M has order type ft. 
Lemma 3.29. I f  (3", *7) < (v, la) ~ ~ x (3 and both g(3', *7) and g(v, #) are 
defined, then g(3", *7) < g(v, #). 
Proof. It is easy to see by induct ion that for all o < a, i f (% *7) < <u,/a) 
and both g' (a, % *7) and g' (o, u, #) are defined, then g' (o, % *7) < g' (o, u, #). 
But there is a o < ,~ such that for all r I> o, g'(r,  3", *7) = g'(o, % *7) 
and g'(r,  u, ~) = g'(o, v, la). Fix such a o. Then 
g(3', *7) = lim g'(r, 3', *7) = g'(o, 3', *7) < g'(o, v, la) 
T-+Or  
= lim g'(r, v,/a) = g(v, #) .  
• r . -~  tx  
Lemma 3.30. M has order type/3. 
Proof. The order type o f .~  is equal to the order type of  the set ((3', 7/): 
g(3', *7) is defined} by Lemma 3.29. 
First we show that ~0(3,) = e < 6o iffg(3", 0) is defined, g(3', 0) is unde- 
fined implies that ~3')  = 60 as in the proof  of  Lemma 3.24. g(3', 0) is de- 
fined implies there is a o < a such that g'(r,  3', 0) = g'(o, 3", 0) for all 
r ~ o. Let o 0 be the least such o. Then 3' receives attent ion at stage o, 
and the construction proceeds through Case 6 or Case 7. Thus ~o'(o 0, 3") 
= limo..o~ ¢'(o, 3") = e < ~o. Since g'(r, 3", O) = g'(o 0 , 3", 0) for all 7- >I o 0 , 
U 
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(7, 0) does not receive attention at stage r for all r > o 0 . Thus ~(7) = 
lim~.+~ o'(r, 7) = ~o'(o0,7) = e < 60 by (3.24) and (3.25). 
Fix ~, < 5 such that ~o(7 ) = e < w. Let ;k be a stage less than a such 
that sup(A, l) < X. Then by Lemma 3.23 and (3.27), l '(o, 7) = l'(X, 7) = 
l(7) = ~ < 5 and k'(o, ~) = k'(•, ~) = k(~) for all o I> X. g'(;k, 7, 77) is de- 
fined for all 77 < k(~), or 7 would require attention at stage X through 
(3.1 6). Since no v < 7 receives attention at a stage o t> ;% g'(o, 7, ~1) = 
g'(;k, 7, r/) for all a >i ;k and 7? < k(~). Hence g(% ~/) = l imr_,ag'(r, 7, ,1) = 
g'(X, 7, 77) is defined for all 77 < k(~). If ~7 i> k(~), g'(o, 7, rl) is not de- 
fined for all o >I X by virtue of the construction. Thus g(7, 7) is unde- 
fined for 7//> k(~). We have proved that (r/: g(% r/) is defined} = k(~), 
where l(7) = ~. 
Next we claim that the order type of (7 < 5: ~0(7) = e < 60} = 5. The 
order type of {7 < 5: ~7)  = e < co} = the order type of {7 < 8: g(% 0) 
is defined} by the above. By Lemmas 3.26 and 3.29, {g(% 0): 7 < 5} is 
a-unbounded since g('y, ~7) is defined implies g(% 0) is defined by the 
preceding paragraph. (g(% 0): 7 < 8} is an S 2 set since it is the range of 
the S 2 function ~7g(7, 0). Thus the order type of (g(7, 0): 7 < 8) i> 8 
since 5 = s2cf(a). The order type of (g(7, 0): 3' < 8} = the order type 
of {7 < 5: g(% 0) is defined} by Lemma 3.29. So 8 < the order type of 
{g(% 0): 7 < 8}. Putting all this together, we get the order type of 
{7 < 5: ~0(7) = e < co } = 5. 
Then the order type o f ,~  = the order type of ((7, r/): g(7, r/) is de- 
fined} =-Z {the order type of {7: g(% r/) is defined}: 7 < 8) = I2 (k(~): 
< 8 ) = 13 since the order type of {7 < 8: ~0(7) = e < 6o) = 8 implies 
that (~ < 8 : (3 7 < 5)(l(3,) = ~)) = 8. Thus the lemma is proved. 
The remainder of the proof will show that for any a-r.e, set C, either 
C n M or C n M is a-bounded. To do this, we first establish that 
{v: ~)  < e} is not cofinal with 8. Then we see that h ' i s  a good enough 
approximation to h that we can proceed along the lines of the standard 
proofs of the existence of maximal sets. 
Lemma 3.31. Let  e < 60 be given. Then there is a 7 < 8 such that for  all 
v, i f  7 < v < 8, then ~o(v) >I e. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.23, ~o(v) is defined for all 9 < 5. We prove the lem- 
ma by induction on (e: e < w}. If e = 0, the lemma is immediate. As- 
sume as an induct ion hypothesis that 3, < ~ is such that for all 9 with 
3"< u< 5,~o(u)~> e-  1 if e4= 0. 
By the definit ion o fh ' ,  there is a k < a such that for all i < e and all 
a such that ?, < a < a, limr_~a h'(a, r, i) = h(i). Fix such a ~t. Since 
f :  ~ -* a is an increasing cofinality function, there is a 9 such that 
3, < v < 5 and f(9) >>. ~k. Fix such a 9. We show that for all # such that 
9<t t< ~, ~(t~) ~> e. 
Suppose, for the sake of  contradict ion, that ~p(tt) < e for some/~ such 
that u < # < 6. Let go be the least such #. Let rio be the least ri such 
that sup(A<uo) < ri and if tt o requires attention at stage o through (3.1 1), 
then o < 77. We note that ~o'(r, #o) is undefined for a set of  stages r < rio 
cofinal with rio, so limT_+no ¢'(r,  #o) is undefined. By (3.23), (3.24) and 
(3.25), for all o >1 r io, i f(q, t%) = f(/ao), for all o i> rio and ~ < #o, 
~o'(o, ~) = ~o(~), and for all i ~< ~o(~), h'(f(~), o, i) = h'(f(~), rio, i). Let ri1 
be the least stage ri < a such that h'(f(tto),  ri, i) = h ' ( f (#o) ,  r, i) for all 
i < e and all r t> },. ri1 exists by the definit ion o fh ' .  Since f(9) I> ?~, 
9 < tt o and f i s  strictly increasing, h ' ( f (#0)  , ri1, i) = h(i). Let ri = 
max({rio, 771}). We note that if rio ~> ri1, then #o requires attention at 
stage ri through (3.12), and if rio < ri1, then either #o requires attention 
at stage ri through (3.12), #o requires attention at stage 7/through (3.1 3), 
or limr_~n ~o'(r, #o ) is defined and limz_~n ~o'(r, tt 0 ) < e - 1. 
Assume first that #0 requires attention at stage ri through (3.1 2) or 
(3.1 3). Then t~o receives attention at stage 77 since ri t> sup(A<u o), and 
the construct ion proceeds through Case 2 or Case 3 at stage 77. Since 
ri t> rio, for all r I> ri, lim~_,uo ~o'(r, ~) = lim~_~uo ~p(~) t> e - 1 if this lim- 
it exists by the induct ion hypothesis ince tt o > 9 > 3'. Hence e 2 (r) 1> 
e - 1 + 1 = e whenever #0 requires attention at stage r through (3.12) 
or (3.13) and r ~> ri. Also, since #0 > u, for all r ~ ri and i < e, 
h ' ( f ' ( r ,  U0), r, i) = h'(f(#o),  r, i) = h(i) 
= lim h'(f(~), 77, i) = lim h ' ( f ' ( r ,  ~), r, i ) .  
~"*~t0 ~0 
Hence if r /> 77 and #0 requires attention at stage r through (3.1 2) or 
(3.1 3), then e 1 (r) I> e. Hence for all ~" i> 77, either ¢'(r,  i.t 0) = e(r) I> e, 
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or ~o'(r, It0) = limo-*r~°'(°, go) if limo_,r ~o'(o, It0) is defined, so in any 
case, if ~" i> r/and ~o'(r, Ito ) is defined, then ~o'(r, Ito ) >~ e. Hence Ait) >I e, 
yielding the desired contradiction. 
Now assume that l imr~ n ~o'(r, #0) =] < e - 1 and Ito does not require 
attention at stage ~ through (3.13). Then h'(f'(~,/.to), ~, i) = lim,_,,~ 
h'(f'(~, lao), ~, i) for all i < / .  Since for all o i> r/and i < ], 
h'(f'(o, Ito), o, i) = h'(f'(o, Ito), '1, i), for all o/> r/, ~o'(o, It0) = l im~o 
~o'(z, Ito) = ~'(r?, Ito)- Hence ~o(It0) = limo_.~o'(o, It0) = ~o'(r~,/-to) = 
lim,__, n ~o'(r, It0) < e - 1. This contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
Hence ~o(it) 1> e for all v < It < ~i, and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.32. For all e < w, there is ('r, rl) ~ 8 × {3 such that g(~,, 77) is 
defined, and for all (~, It) such that (~, rl) < (~, p) ~ 6 × (3, then 
g('y, 7"/) ~ 14/h(e) i f f  g(p, It) ~ Wh(e). 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on (e: e < ~) .  Fix e < co. By 
Lemma 3.31, and by the definition o fh ' ,  there is a 3' < ~i such that for 
all v, if 3' < v < 8, then ~v)  ~ e and limo_~a h'(f(u), o, i) = h(i). Fix such 
a % By induction, there is a ~ such that 3' < v < 6 and whenever (p, ~), 
(~, ?O ~/ i  X 13 are such that v < P, v < ~, and both g(19, ~) and g(~, ~) 
are defined, then g(19, g) ~ WhO ) iffg(~, ?0 a WhO) for all i < e. Fix such 
ap.  
We assume, for the sake 
and (19, g)  < (/j, ~,) ~ 5 × /3 
of contradiction, that we have p > v, ~ > v, 
such that both g(19, ~) and g(~, ~) are defined, 
g(P, ~) ~ Wh(e), and g(~, ~) ~ Wh(e). Let o be a stage such that ~ < o < a, 
sup(A~) < o, and for all i < e,g(o, ~) ~ WgO. ) i f fg(p, ~:) ~ WhO ) and 
g(~;~) ~ WgO ~ iffg(~, ),) ~ Wh( 0. o exists by Lemma 3.22 and since 
Wg0 ) is an a-recursive approximation to WhO ~. Since sup(A~) < o, 
g'(o, p, g) =g(p, ~) and g'(o, ~, X) =g(~, X). By (3.23), f ' (o,  ~) =f(~) 
and f ' (o,  p) =I"(19). By (3.24) and (3.25) and since v < 19 < ~, ~o'(o, ~) = 
~)  >~ e, ~o'(o, O) = ~o(0) i> e, and h'(f'(o, ~), o, i) = h(i) -- h'(f '(o, p),p, i) 
for all i < e. Hence by choice of  o, E(O, e, g(19, t<), o) < E(19, e, g(~, ~), o). 
By (3.8), E(19, ~p(19), g(19, ~), o) < E(O, ~o(p), g(~, X), o), which contradicts 
(3,29). This contradiction completes the proof  of the lemma. 
Lemma 3.33. f f  C is an a-r.e, set, then either C n M or C n M is a- 
bounded. 
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Proof. Let C be an a-r.e, set. Then C = ICh(e) for some e < 60 since h is a 
projection. By Lemmas 3.29 and 3.32, either C n .~ or C n ~ is a- 
bounded. 
Theorem 3.13 follows immediately from Lemmas 3.28, 3.30 and 3.33. 
Corollary 3.34. There is a f lU-maximal a-r.e, set i f f  s3p(a) = 6o and 
s2cf(/3) = s2cf(a). 
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Theorems 3.1 2 and 3.13 
and Lemma 3.1 1. 
Corollary 3.35. Let  M be max imal  a-r. e. Then either M is B-maximal  
a-r.e, and a* = co < a or M is U-maximal  a-r.e, and s3p(a) = 60. In par- 
ticular, a < 60~. 
Proof. The first part of the corollary follows immediately from Theo- 
rems 3.6 and 3.12 and the definition. If s3p(a) = 60, a is constructibly 
countable, so a < 60~. 
Corollary 3.36. Let  s3p(a) = co, Then: 
(3.30) Let  ~ ~ S, x <<. a*. There is a gRr, R -max imal  a-r.e, set i f f  
K I> s2cf(a). 
(3.31) Let  K, ~' ~ S such that s2cf(a) < ~' < x < a*. Then there is a 
xRxR-max imal  a-r. e. set that is not  x 'Rg 'R -max imal  a-r. e. 
(3.32) There is an aBaB-max imal  a-r.e, set. 
(3.33) There is an a*Ba*B-max imal  a-r.e, set with bounded comple-  
ment  i f f  ~* = w < a. 
Proof. There is an s2cf(a)U-maximal ,~-r.e. set M by Theorem 3.13, 
since s2cf(s2cf(a)) =s2cf(a) by Lemma 1.15. By (3.6), M is xRgR-  
maximal a-r.e, for all ~: ~ S such that s2cf(a) <~ ~. I fM is r,.R•R-maxi- 
mal r,-r.e, with bounded complement for ~ ~< a*, then ~ = a* = 60 < a, 
and ~: ~ s2cf(a) since t~* I> s2cf(a) by Lemrna 1.1 1. I fM is xRr, R-maxi- 
mal a-r.e, with unbounded complement, hen there is a 15 ~< K such that 
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M is '/3U-maximal by (3.6). By Lemma 3.10, 13 >i s2cf(a). So r I> s2cf(a). 
Thus (3,30) is true. 
Suppose s2cf(a) < ~' < g < a*. Then x' + s2cf(a) < ~ since either 
is an a-cardinal or ~ = ,~* = a is an admissible ordinal..s2cf(~' + s2cf(a)) -- 
s2cf(s2cf(a)) =s2cf(t~) by Lemma 1.15. Hence there is a (~'+ s2cf(a))U- 
maximal a-r.e, set M. By Lemma 2.17, M is xR~R-maximal -r.e, but 
not ~'R~:'R-maximal a-r.e. Hence (3.31 ) is true. 
(3.32) follows immediately from Theorem 3.13 since there is an aU- 
maximal a-r.e, set. 
(3.33) is Theorem 3.1. This ends the proof of the corollary. 
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§ 4. Conclusion and lattice-theoretic remarks 
At this point we have answered all the questions which we posed at 
the beginning of § 2. Our results are summarized in the next paragraphs. 
We have defined the notion ofTXKY-maximal -r.e, set for 7, KE S = 
(/3:13 is an a-cardinal or/3 = a} and X, Y E {A, B, R}. Some of these de- 
finitions are discarded as unreasonable. Every definition of 7XK Y-maxi- 
mal a-r.e, which we consider to be reasonable is equivalent to one of the 
following: 
KRK.R-maximal a-r.e, with unbounded complement for K ~< a*, 
aBaB-maximal -r.e., ) 
a*Ba*B-maximal -r.e, with bounded complement, a* < a. 
Only the following sorts of maximal a-r.e, sets on the above list exist: 
KRKR-maximal a-r.e, with unbounded complement for 
s2cf(a) ~< K ~< a* and s3p(a) = w, 
aBaB-maximal -r.e, for a* < a and s3p(a) = w, 
a*Ba*B-maximal -r.e, with bounded complement for 
a* =60~ a. 
None of these definitions are equivalent. K'RK'-maximal a-r.e. =~ KRKR- 
maximal a-r.e, for s2cf(a) ~< K' < K ~< a*, and KRKR-maximal a-r:e. =~ 
aBaB-maximal for K ~< a* < a. No other implications hold. Also of in- 
terest is the fact that i fM is a*Ra*R-maximal -r.e., then either M is 
a*Ra*R-maximal -r.e, with unbounded complement or a* = w < a 
and M is wBwB-maximal -r.e, with bounded complement. 
These are all possible order types of complements of maximal a-r.e. 
sets: 
for xRKR-maximal -r.e, with unbounded complement such 
that s2cf(a) ~< K ~< a* and s3p(a) = 60, all/3 ~< x such that 
s2cf(/3) = s2cf(a); 
for aBaB-maximal -r.e, such that a* < a and s3p(a) = 60, 
all/3 ~< a such that s2cf(/3) = s2cf(a); 
for a*Ba*B-maximal -r.e, with bounded complement such 
that a* = 60, all/3 such that there is an n < co such that 
/3=60+/'/ .  
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If a* = a, then e~RK~R-maximal a.r.e. ,* 0~RaR-maximal -r.e, of order 
type < ~. If ~ < a* < a, then ~:R~:R-maximal a-r.e. ,~ aBaB-maximal 
a-r.e, of order type < ~. 
The results listed'above answer some of the questions asked by 
Kreisel in [3 ]. For a = Wl CK , we have determined which notions of max- 
imal meta-r.e, are extensionally equivalent and which are not. Kreisel 
also questions the effect of the specific construction used on the sort of 
maximal meta-r.e, set which is constructed. Does a more elegant con- 
struction give a set which is maximal in a stronger sense than that yiel- 
ded by a less elegant one? Our construction of maximal a-r.e, sets for 
s3p(a) = 60 is a generalization of Yates' method [22] in ordinary recur- 
sion theory; we suspect it would be more difficult if not impossible to 
generalize Friedberg's construction [ 1 ] for a such that a* > w. In this 
respect, Yates' method is more natural. However, maximal a-r.e, sets 
with unbounded (bounded) complement of the same order type cannot 
be "distinguished by maximality in different senses", no matter what 
constructions produced them. Thus an 6oU-maximal meta-r.e, set pro- 
duced by Yates' more elegant construction is maximal in exactly the 
same senses as an 6oU-maximal meta-r.e, set produced by Friedberg's. 
As we mentioned earlier, we feel that the principal importance of 
maximal a-r.e, sets will be their use in the proving of lattice-theoretic 
results. In the following paragraphs, we will give some of the lattice- 
theoretic implications of the results of this paper. 
I fA and B are a-r.e, sets, then clearly A n B and A u B are also a-r,e. 
Thus the set of a-r.e, sets forms a lattice under n,  u.  We denote this lat- 
tice by E~. 0 is the least element of E~ and a, the greatest element. Let 
/2 be the language of lattice theory. Denote the elementary theory with 
respect o Z? of ~ by Th(E~). 
Let F,~ denote the ideal of  finite subsets of ~ and E,o /F~, the 
quotient lattice of ~o~ by F,~. Then clearly an ~-r.e. setM is a maximal 
element in the lattice ~/F ,~ ; it is for this reason that the term "maxi- 
mal" was originally chosen. Thus it is natural to determine which deft- 
t 
nitions of 3,X~Y-maximal a-r.e, sets correspond to maximal elements of 
some quotient lattice of £,~. If gX ~ aA, then the KX-finite sets form 
an ideal in E~. If a* < a, then the aA-finite sets do not form an ideal 
in £,~ since t~* is an aA-finite set with a-r.e. ,~A-infinite subsets. To form 
a quotient lattice of £~, we need a congruence relation. The equivalence 
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~elation A ~ B iff (A - B) u (B - A) is KX-finite for ~X :/: aA is also a 
~ongruence r lation if KX :/: aR. If xX 4: aA, aR , let 6 a/xX denote the 
quotient lattice of 6~ by the congruence relation generated by the ideal 
of ~X-finite sets. Then a set M is xXxX-maximal a-r.e, i f fM is a maxi- 
mal element of the lattice 6a/~X. So from a lattice-theoretic point of 
view, the reasonable definitions of maximal a-r.e, are those of the form 
xX~X-maximal a-r.e, for ~X --/: aA, aR. Every maximal a-r.e, set with 
unbounded complement is maximal in 6 ~ laB. 
6 Corollaries 3.34 and 3.36 yield the following result: 6 ~/~X has a max- 
imal element iff s3p(a) = w and s2cf(a) < ~. Thus unless s2cf(a) = w, if 
s3p(a) = w, there are at least two different sorts of lattice among the 
6~/~X. In particular, if s3p(a) = co < s2cf(a), then Th(6~/wX) and 
Th(6~/a 'X)  are not elementarily equivalent. 
: As in Lachlan [8] it is easy to see that "M is a maximal w-r.e, set" is 
definable over d,~ • the predicates "A u B = C", "An  B = C", and 
"A = B"  are definable over 6 ,o ; "R is 6o-recursive" is definable by "R 
has a complement in 6,o "; and "F  is finite" is definable by "every sub- 
set of F is w-recursive". Lachlan uses the existence of maximal 6o-r.e. 
sets, their definability over 6w, and the equidecidability of Th(6o~ )
with Th( 6,o/F,o ) to give a decision procedure for a certain set of sen- 
tences o f /2  over 6,o • If we use this same definition over 6~, then we 
have defined "M is a*Aa*A-maximal a-r.e." since "every (6a)  subset 
of F is a-recursive" corresponds to "F  is a 'A-f in i te".  Machtey [ 12 ] has 
generalized Lachlan's result to 6~ where a* = w; it may be possible to 
extend Lachlan's result to other a's such that s3p(a) = w since then 
a*Aa*A-maximal -r~e, set exist and are definable over 6~. 
a*Aa*A-maximal -r.e, sets are maximal elements of  6~/a*A, so the 
definition is reasonable from the lattice-theoretic point of  view. Also, 
a*Aa*A-maximal -r.e, is definable over 6a. Thus it is perhaps the 
most natural and best definition of maximal a-r.e. 
If a* = a, then F is a-finite iff F is a'A-f inite,  so "F  is a-finite" is de- 
finable over 6a. If a* < a, we know no such simple general definition 
for "F  is a-finite". Suppose s3p(a) = co < a* < a. Then U-maximal a- 
r.e. sets exist, but B-maximal a-r.e, sets do not. If B is an a-r.e, a-infinite 
set and f :  a ~ B is a 1-1 a-recursive numeration of B, then f(o) ~, o is 
a lattice isomorphism of {X: X c B and X ~ 6a} with 6 ~. So there 
exists an a*Aa*A-maximal a-r.e, subset of B, i.e., a maximal element of 
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(X: X c__ B and X ~ 6a}/a*A. Let F be an a-finite set of order type 
>i a*. There is a - /< a such that F c__ 7. I fM is an a*Aa*A-maximal - 
r.e. subset o fF ,  then M u ~ is an a*Aa*A-maximal -r.e, set with boun- 
ded complement in 6a, contradicting a* > co. Hence ."F is a-finite" is 
definable over 6~ by "F  is a'A-f inite or F has no maximal a*Aa*A- 
maximal a-r.e, subset". 
Not all results concerning maximal a-r.e, sets carry over for s3p(a) = 
co. Soare [21]has shown that any two maximal co-r.e, sets are automor- 
phic in 6~.  If s3p(a) = s2cf(a) -- co < a*, then there are two maximal 
a-r.e, sets that are not automorphic n 6~. Let M be an wU-maximal 
a-r.e, set and N, an a'U-maximal a-r.e, set. Then bothM and N are 
a*Aa*A-maximal a-r.e. Let o < a be such that o n N = the first co ele- 
ments ofN.  o n N has order type a*, so o n N is a-finite by the maxi- 
mality of N. Suppose ~ is an automorphism of 6 ~ such that ~(N) = M. 
Since o n .~ is a-finite of order type co, ¢(a n N) is an infinite a-finite 
subset of M. Then ~b(o n N) n M = F is finite since M is wU-maximal. 
But then .~ = ¢(o n .N) o F is a-finite. This contradicts the fact that M 
is not a-r.e. Hence no automorphism ~ of 6,~ sends N to M. This argu- 
ment also works i fM is ~U-maximal a-r.e, and N is regular ~U-maximal 
a-r.e, for/3 > co. 
Owings [16] has defined a notion of types for wRwR-maximal -r.e. 
sets where a ~ = w. These types are definable over 6,,. He proves that if 
a* = co, then A is type 1 wRcoR-maximal -r.e, i f fA is ~RcoR-maximal 
a-r.e, with unbounded complement. Since "A is ~RcoR-maximal -r.e." 
and "A is type 1 wRcoR-maximal -r.e." are both definable over 6~, we 
see that no U-maximal a-r.e, set is automorphic to a B-maximal a-r.e. 
set. Hence we have another instance to which Soare's result does not 
generalize. 
The most natural generalization of Owings' definition of types is to 
consider type 1 a*Ra*R-maximal -r.e, sets and type 2 a*Ra*R-maxi- 
mal a-r.e, sets since these notions and "A is a*Ra*R-maximal -r.e." 
are definable over 6~. If ts2p(a) = co, then Owings' proof generalizes to 
yield that A is type 1 a*Ra*R-maximal -r.e, i f fA is a*Ra*R-maximal 
a-r.e, with unbounded complement. However, if ts2p(a) = co < a*, then 
all maximal sets have unbounded complement, so we gain no more int~or. 
mation about automorphismsof  maximal a-r.e, sets. If s3p(a) = co < 
ts2p(a), we have not determined what happens. 
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An interesting open problem is to determine when Soare's result 
generalizes, i.e., which maximal a-r.e, sets are automorphic. The above 
results indicate that the answer will be intimately connected with the 
boundedness of and the order types of the complements of the maxi- 
mal a-r.e, sets. 
Owings obtains the further esult that if a* -- w < a, then Th(6a) 
and Th( 6w ) are elementarily inequivalent. Generalizing his notion of 
types may yield more information of this nature. Such results are poten- 
tially quite important in determining whether or not Th(6,o ) is decid- 
able, one of the major open questions in ordinary recursion theory to- 
day. 
These results are, we feel, only a bare beginning of those which will 
arise from the use of maximal a-r.e, sets. Defining maximal a-r.e, sets is 
not just generalization for the sake of generalization, but a valuable tool. 
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